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"No Chain is Stronger
Than Its Weakest Link"

Insure Your Crop Against
Hail with the Old Reliable
"Horns Insurance Co."

Our abrtncU nnlnl on' all w- - link a
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rhain of title.
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COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
IN CLOVIS SCHOOLS
H

CANTATA "THE BROWNIE'S WHISPER"
To be 'given by the tirade pupils at Lyceum Theatre
Wednesday. May 2(i.

SYNOPSIS
The gardner lias received an order to decorate a fine
mansion nearby with flowers from his beautiful garden but
ta sorely troubled and perplexed because he ha i not been
told the nature of the festive occasion and feara that he
While working at so great a
cannot do himself credit
,
his daughter cunes io his aid by assuring him
that she w ill try to solve the mystery, and in the meantime
the trie to help her father by calling before him the
flowers of his garden. This plan only adds to his perplexity,
for all of the flowers are lovely.
In the second part, the Brownies talk over the matter
among themselves and And that one of their number already knows the
Soon they all have discovered the
cause of the mysterious order. The daughter's efforts in
that direction proving vain, she falls asleep in utter weariness. The flowers find her asleep and sing to her a lullaby.
The Brownies join them and sing to her softly the secret
she would know. Awaking suddenly, she finds herself
alone and remembers the dream. She tells her father that
occasion for his myster ious order, is the birthday of a
little child, Sj. with pleasure he takes ail his flowers to the
mansion to grace the festive occasion.
Prices 15 cents and 25 cents. No reserved seats.
sex-re-t.

CLASS DAY EXERCISES

Iacei'm, Thursday evening, May 27.
Semi Chorus "Magnet and the Churn," Sullivan

Music,
Class History

Magdaline Humphrey
St Scans
Girls Quartette, "Lo Spring is at Hand"
Evelyn Hamilton
Class Prophecy
Magdalene Humphrey
Solo, "Life's Merry Morn"..
Ollie Sears
Class Poem
Suffragett Song
The Class
Bemictf Fry
Class Will
Class Song. "Our Oid High"
The Class

Class Play -- Bettys Degree
Magdalene Humphrey
Bernice Fry
Nellie Lee Wagner
... Evelyn Hamilton
lone Austin
Ethel Herby
Esther Comstock
Eletha Locke

Betty Clifton
Dolly IIoett
Gi :e Weatherly
Agnes Benton

.

Blanch Smith
Edna Lost
Mary Fuller
Matilda

j
(P

MAY

21 i?15

$1.00

PER YEAR

EUGENE MORRIS KILLED
$12,000.00 WILL BE EXPENDIN ACCIDENT AT SHOPS
ED FOR SCHOOL HOUSE
A fatal accident

BACCALAUREATE SERVICE
Lyceum Sunday the 23rd. at 8 p. m.
Congratulation
Hymn
King."
Almighty
"Come Thou
-- .Rev. Reese
First Scripture Lesson
.VVayhorne
Anthem
"Jesus, Tender Shepherd"
Rev. Lambert
Prayer..
Rev. Sanford
Second Scripture Lesson
Nevin
With
Me"...
"Abide
Duett
-- Miss Hancock and Mr. Seder
Rev. Messer
Sermon
Havens
Anthem
Alone"
Hear
.It
Cross
the
"Must
bus
Rev. Brown '
JiHit'tlictio.i

You

Title & Abstract Co.
C. C. RAKER, Manawer.

occured

at

4th of July
the railroad shops Friday when
Eugene Morris, a man giving his
Let
the American Eagle
age as 21, but who appeared scream, the cannon roar and
younger, was killed by being the rocket soar in Clovis on the
caught between the shafting on 4th day of July. While the
some huge drive wheels and the balance of the world is at war,
door. Morris was 'assisting in let us celebrate our indepenmoving the wheels out of the dence and peace with all the
shops and as the wheels reached world, in a manner equal to the
the door, he stepped to one side, occasion. The News has interprobably not observing that viewed a number of the leading
there was insufficient room for business men on the subject and
the shafting to pass his body, all are in favor of a celebration
which was caught and crushed
and a good ore. Clovis has
in the center. Although conscious to the end, he died 40 min
utes later at the Santa Fe hospital.
The young man, who was a
native of Sincoe, Canada, came
here recently in order to escape
service in the great war.
Under instructions from his
mother, who resides in Sincoe
Ontario, Canada, his remains
Monday,
were buried here
funeral arrangements being in
charge ot the Magic City Under
taking parlors.

Arrested Glee Club
A trio of youthful singers,
ho had taken up temporary
quarters in the hallway of the
bank building on West Grand
Avenue, were arrested by officer

Sadler, Saturday night.
The supposition is that the
three were endeavoring to compete with the band, but officer
Sadler considered it a case of
disturbing the peace. A young
man by the name of Wtismann
was leader of the club.

112,000.00 is the price decided
upon by the new school board to
Clovis has a good band and is pay for a west side ward school
proud of the fact. Last Satur- building. It will be located on
day evening they gave their first block one in the Ramey and

The Clovis Band

of a series of street concerts to
be given this summer. A large
crowd was out to listen and the
street was blocked with vehicles,
autos and Fords.
Messrs Ramey and Cramer
were out with a petition last
week for contributions for the
support of the band and succeed
ed in raising $160.00. They say
not had a 4th of July celebration they will get much more. The
in several years ana as a re- band is under the leadership of
sult our citizens went to nearby A. W. Johnson.
towns to celebrate and spend
their money. Let us be first
Norby is Dead
this year in announcing a grand
and glorious celebration.
News is received here of the
The general expression tends death of B. J. Norby. one of th
to favor a genuine old time pioneer citizens and founders of
barbecue with "Uncle" Jake Melrose. Mr. Norby was a good
Reichart as chief chef. A good man and the news of his death
ball game could be another comes as a sad shock to his many
feature of the entertainment. acquaintances in Curry County.
Let us celebrate.
,

Episcopal Church
Child Swallows Tablets
The three great feast days of
The 4 year old daughter of the Christian year are Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. Dauk swallowed Easter and Whitsunday or Pente
Tuesday, cost. Next Sunday is Whitsun69 cathartic tablets
which the father purchased the day. Services at 11 a. m. with
evening before, leaving them holy communion.
At the sug
within reach of the child. Al- gestion of Bishop Howden, the
though its life was dispared of sermon by Rev. D. A. Sanford
all day Tuesday, it is thought will be a "Special Missionary
Sermon" appropriate for the
that it will recover.
New Grain Firm

day. All are cordially invited.
No night service.

The n ew Clovis elevator com
Word From Whiting
pany now has competition in the
The
friends of A. J. Whiting,
tne
buying
Dusiness
in
grain
Teachers Employed
firm of Stotts and White, who who went to Chicago recently to
The board of Education have have located in the American consult a specialist relative to a
announced the employment of Bank Building.
peculiar affection which resulted
the following teachers for next
in continuous dizziness,
are
year:
pleased to learn that he is imMethodist Church May 23 proving and wish for his speedy
High School
W.
E. Carroon, Prof.
Prof.
The pastor desires every mem recovery.
A. R. Seder, Miss Leila George, ber of the Church to be present
Miss Una Barnett, Miss Lucia at Sunday School and the preach
Maiket Report
Anderson and one vacancy.
ing service this Sunday. Why
(By Clovis Elevator Co. )
Common School
not ever member who is in town
on Wednesday.
Quotations
Miss Neva Odoni, Miss Verda and not sick come to the eleven
The market for the week was
Every body
Norris, Mies Vera King, Miss o'clock service?
atlow
and unsteady.
Margarite Williams, Miss Mary work and plan for a record
SOcts.
Kaffir
Miss
Shontf,
Brown,
tendance.
Hszel
C
75 "
In the evening we join the Maize
Miss Lutie Britt, Miss Caroline
78 "
Park, D. I. Barnett and Miss other churches in the Baccalaur Feterita
$1.28
at the Lyceum Wheat
Miss Maud eate services
Hertha Mullhall.
$1.30
Corn
Hancock, teacher in vocal music Theater.
$1.40
Seed
Millet
H.
Messer,
Pastor.
J.
and commercial work.

Wilkinson Addition, where the
present frame school house is
located. The new building will
be of brick and concrete construction and will contain six
rooms. It will be one story and
strictly modern in every detail.
.

The

r erguson of Troy
surprise of tht Raon

ly

"Annett Hawley."
The play was given under the
direction of Misses Frankie
Terrell and Mayme Moore The
theatre building was packed.

Trouble at Melrose
of the state vs P. P.
Sweet charged with aggravated
assault, which originated at
Melrose, was continued in justice
Noble's court until Monday. May
SwCet together with the
22.
Kirby boys were in Clovis
A-ca-

Want What You Want
Some places you ask for a certain thing only to be told that "we have something here
that's just as good." In our store you get exactly what you ask for. When you ask for a
thing by name we tell you that we have it or that we do not have it.
If we do not have it wp will tell vniii in&t what we do have, its Qualities, its advantages
will not press our point.
and its disadvantages. In other words you have your way--w- e
We want you to be satisfied. We know that what you get here must be absolutely
right or we lose by the transaction.
e

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Gompany.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

in

theatrical entertainments came
last night, when the Clovis Elkpresented "Fergusnti of Troy"
at the Lyceum to a packed house.
Not that something gov! was
not expected, but that it exceed
ed all expectations goes without
saying. The play was given entirely by home talent and while
all did their parts in a commendable manner, especial mention is
due Fred Dennis, who played
the leading part, as "Walter
Hawley" and Miss Magdalene
Humphrey, who played the leading lady as "Ellen Ferguson
Hawley." Others whose efforts
attracted more than ordinary attention were Jack Rollins as
"Lionel Fairfield."
the best
poetic lunatic in captivity, Mike
Kelly, as "Johanna Mulrooney,"
in which he probably too
displayed his green
stockings, and the policeman,
"Michael Murpey." by C. N.
Hardy. Others who participated in the play were Ora Kenedy
as "Tom Ferguson," whose work
was considered very good; Miss
Fanny Howell,
a s "Blinda
Hawley Ferguson," Fritz Herod
"Miss
as "Collie Marshall.
Madge Tate as "Suzette Hawley" and Miss Hortense Tate as
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Caboose to Provide Greater Safety and Comfort for Train Crewe.

FIRST STEEL CABOOSE
13 A PIO
EASTERN RAILROAD
NEER IN GOOD WORK.

to Provide Greatest Possible
8afety for Freight Train Crews
Equipment as Perfect aa Could
Be Devieed.

Designed

Id order In provide greater safety
for freight train crews as well as to
prevent property loss in wrecks and
comply with various state laws regu
latlng the comfort of railway em
ployees, an eastern railroad bas built
and placed in service the first
caboose ever constructed, according to
Pppular Mechanics. The designing of
this car offered several Interesting
problems, as it bad to be built as
strongly as the heaviest freight cars,
while providing accommodations approximating passenger grade.
The
caboose Is 31 feet long, and above the
floor bas been constructed without
posts, the necessary rigidity being
achieved by means of sheet-stee- l
bulk
heads. The equipment Includes three
pairs of bunks, the lower ones serv
ing as seats, for which the upper
bunks, when lowered, serve as backs,
A stove for beating and cooking, water cooler, washstand, refrigerator,
desk, and lockers and drawers for the
crew's personal belongings, are also
provided.

PHONES

ON RAILWAY TRAINS

Advantages That Are 8oon to Be De
rived by the Man in a Pullman Car.
"It will be only a short time until
the passenger on a Pullman car can
telephone to the dining car ahead and
order his meal, and not have to wait
In the 'bread line,' as Is now the case,"
remarke-- i II. A. Chappelle, a railroad
man of Chicago, at the Raleigh, ac
cording to the Washington Post. "The
experimental engineer of one of the
large western railroads has developed
an apparatus whereby a complete system of communication will soon be Installed on overland trains. With this
system It will be possible to talk
to a moving train one hundred miles
away from a station. It Is said. The
train can talk bark to a station, or the
passengers can talk from car to car.
"It Is claimed that by Investigation
and experimentation, the mistakes that
might be made in trying to put an ordinary ship wireless apparatus on a
train have been avoided. Storage batteries will not have to be depended
upon, because the electricity UBed on
trains Is supplied by a generator In
the baggage car.
"One big advantage will be that an
operator will be able to reach a whole
at any time, whether the
wires are down or not, and It will be
possible to talk to a passenger train
at any time, whether the train is In
motion or at a standstill.
It Is said
that the cost of equipping a train will
be only nominal."
right-of-wa-
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a Nice Flag for Himself

ASHINGTON.

Thomas R. Marshall has a flag of his own
This means that every time be visits an
and
over the side he will enjoy the pleasurable
emotion of knowing that tbe V. P.
flag is fluttering from the masthead.
The V. P. flag la a
square of bunting, on a field or which
Is a blue bird representing the eagle
-VftlaV
III
B TT
l
In the coat of arms of the United
States. This makes the V. P. flag the
reverse of the president's flag, which
consists of the coat of arms of the nation on a blue field. Tbls is tbe first
time in the history of the American
navy that there has been prescribed
for
a distinctive flag
to be displayed on naval vessels while he Is on board one of them.
It remained for Secretary Daniels to provide Mr. Marshall with a flag.
It grew out of the fact that
Marshall was going to San Francisco to represent President Wilson at the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition. When
tbe president arranged for himself to be represented In tbls manner, and
plans were made for tbe
to be received on board the armored
cruiser Colorado, the flagship of Admiral Howard, it occurred to Secretary
Daniels that a more fitting reception in the attendant ceremonies should be
accorded him than those previously prescribed. Hence the new flag.
This new flag bas now been permanently prescribed tor the
ident In tbe future and will hereafter be displayed on ships of the navy
whenever tbe
is on board.
The ceremonies attending a visit of the president to a ship of the navy
Include the manning of tbe rail by the crew, hoisting bis flag and firing a
salute of 21 guns upon his arrival, and hauling down bis flag and firing
a second salute upon his departure from the ship. The honors given the
were formerly the same as those given the president, ex
cept tbat the rail was not manned by the crew and the salute of 19 guns
was given only upon his departure, and the national colors were displayed during the salute.

l and It is an officialis banner.
American warship
piped

A NEW

LOCOMOTIVE

Latest Type of Freight Puller Proves
Both Powerful and

snow-whit-

e

I

To build an engine with pulling ca
pacity and yet without a too healthy
appetite for coal la the problem of
the locomotive designer of today, ob
serves the Travel Magazine. The Bur
llngton system is just now boasting
some freight pullers that seem to have
come near solving this problem. They
are tremendous engines in the first
place, each weighing with lta tender
and ready for service nearly 300 tons
578,580 pounds, to be exact.
The
length over all for each of these en
glnes is 83 feet 94 inches, which
brings It within the limitations of
most of the big ninety foot turn tables
along the system.
While these engines are not of the
extreme size of some of tbe giant
pushers along the Erie & Santa Fe,
tbey have begun to make service rec
ords out along the Burlington.
One
of them has already drawn a train of
81 cars over a division 136 miles long
and possessing maximum and steady
s
grades of
of 1 per cent.
This performance was accomplished
while the locomotive consumed 6.64
pounds of coal to the 100 ton mile at
85 cents a ton, equal to nearly thirty
cents' worth of coal for 10,000 ton
mile. Put tbe other way around and
reduced to actual figures, this lusty
little boy on the Burlington hauled
10,000 gross tons of freight one mile
for 29.70 cents. No wonder that the
stove committees" out In the round
houses along tbe Burlington's busy
line those shrewd old fellows who on
every road know more about its run
nlng than all of the executive heads
put together forget to brag about the
englnea of yesterday and begin to
grant an ungrudging praUe to this
newcomer among the motive power
units.
three-tenth-

vice-pre-

Change Gears According to 8 peed.
Though speedometers are used to as
certain the speed at which the car Is
being driven, there Is another use, I. e,
to determine the exact moment when
It Is time to change gears. Of course,
Hint for Starting Motor.
gears should be shifted
When starting an engine a better the time when
vary slightly, according to the
mixture may be obtained by not open- will
ing the throttle too wide. Two or conditions under which the gear Is bo'
Ing driven,
it may be taken that
three turns with the spark off and when
the speedometer hand points to
a single turn with the spark on will ten
miles an hour a chance to second
give the best start. Spinning the mospeed should be made. Thus the en
tor should never be done with the glne
and the car will be saved the
spark on. The object of "spinning"
unnecessary racking when the engine
is to fill the combustion chambers commences
to labor.
with an explosive mixture, and this
ran be done with safety only when
Russia Building Railroad Lines.
the spark is off. After the chambers
Railroad surveys are being pushed
are filled a single pull upward will
secure all the results of the spinning, ahead In Russia notwithstanding the
war.
The cabinet has recently al
and eliminate danger from
located a credit of f 1,600,000 to the
preliminary works for the construe'
tlon of a railway from Kern to Kola,
Record for Locomotive.
on the Arctic ocean. It has also au
The fastest time on record for a dis- thorized a credit for the preliminary
tance of over 440 miles was made works In connection with the build
by the Lake Shore & Michigan South- Ing of lines from
the region north
ern railroad, from Buffalo to Chi- of the Archangel-Volognrailway
cago, In June, 1906. The fastest long to
point which will be selected as
distance run less than 410 miles was a port In the government of Arch
on the New York Central railroad, angel.
September 11. 1895, from New York to
Buffalo, 436
miles, in 407 minutes
Held Not Negligence.
actual time. Average speed, 64 12
apWhere a railroad
engineer
miles an hour, with two stops and 28 proaching a private
stock crossing
1903,
and on. January 1.
from gave stock signals, and could not reaAlbany to Buffalo, 302 miles, In 295 sonably expect
that a cow would re
minutes.
main on the track until the train was
too close to be stopped, the killing of
Effective Economy.
it was i:nt negligence.
vs.
The saving of small things has been Chicago, llurllngton & Cornett RailQulncy
followed by a material reduction in road Company,
Missouri, 171 S. W. 15.
orders for new equipment. IjibI yeur,
on a prominent line, the, retrenchment
50 Engines for Burlington.
in orders for small supplies decreased
An order of 50 locomotives for the
10
nearly
per cent. Perhaps the per- Chicago, Burlington & Qulney
railroad
sonal responsibility of the employees has been received by
the Baldwin Loalso reduced the number of break- comotive works at Philadelphia.
It
downs and ordinary mishaps in shops calls for
the expenditure of more
and yards, which would amount to as than $1,000,000 mid the work will be
much as the actual saving of small evenly divided between
the shops
things
Sunday Magazine.
then " the branch at Eddvstone.
a

ot the

fa-

mous family ot financiers has shifted
from London to Paris, for the new
head of the clan is Baron Edouard d
Rothschild or the latter city.
Karon Edouard, whose title is
Austrian, as are those ot all the
French Rothschilds, is a man ot
He was admitted to the firm
In 1905 when his father, Baron
then head of the house, died,
being an only son. The same year
be married Oermaine Halpen, the
if
daughter of Emll Halpen, a millionaire sugar merchant, and the granddaughter of the financier Fould, the
Rothschilds' great rival, who managed the affairs of Napoleon III. The
marriage, in uniting the two banking
families of France, was acceptable to
the bridegroom's family, although
their policy had been to Intermarry
among themselves.
Baron Edouard
was a nephew as well as a cousin or
Lord Rothschild, just dead In London, Raron Edouard's mother being Lord
Rothschild's sister, and his rather a cousin.
He was largely responsible for the huge loans made to Russia after tbe
Japanese war, which he arranged with Count Wltte, who consulted with him
In Paris before sailing for tbe Portsmouth peace conference.
torty-seven-

V
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ROSE FROM THE RANKS
When Count Berchtold

resigned

as minister of foreign affairs for

Austria--

and It was announced
that Baron Stephen Burlan de Kajecz
bad been appointed to the position,
there waa a hurried search through
books of reference for facts concerning this man who was to guide the
Do
Bird
destinies of a great empire at a most
critical time. The search was almost
been practically
T Is believed in Washington that the farmers in many parts ol the United ,n1vln' for he
States have little idea of the extent to which the federal government goes unknown to the world at large. He
to protect them and their interests from barm. Department of agriculture la an example of tbe possibility of
rising from tbe ranks to the highest
officials have often cried out against
position in the state merely by doing
the wanton slaughter of birds, declar
bis full duty wherever be was placed.
ing that these birds were necessary to
Baron Burlan was born In Stomfa,
keep down the Insect pests and therePonsony county, Hungary, In 1851. He
by protect the farmers' crops, but
did not Inherit the title of a baron at
tbey have not stopped at this. With
his birth. His father was a member of
out much ado, they have been select
the nobility, but did not belong to the
ing tbe quiet, Isolated nooks of tbe
aristocracy.
country as bird reserves, as places
8tephen Burlmi selected a career
where the birds could go and under
in tbe consular service and received
the protection of the authorities rear
bis education In the Oriental academy
mr,A onmfnrt
thalr vnnnvo In aniirUv
. ...
..
v
r
"J
"l """'. me training Scnool for that serv ce. He held hla firm nfflnlnl
Al lha nronpnt Hma thai-- ara It
POSltlOOB
In
Alexandria, Egypt, and Served then as
allph hlrri reaarvaa apntlarari
In Diixhaf-oa- l
lha on tiro rnilnlrv anil aanalaMv
on the lonely islands that are found along the different coasts. These re- - Rjumanla and Belgrade, Serbia. His next post was In Sofia, Bulgaria, and by
ne was Promoted consul general. It was then that he was trans
serves have been created through reference from the Interior department to ,
consular 10 tne diplomatic service and appointed minister
v"?
tbe president, who signs excutlve orders declaring tbe place to be a reserve,
Immediately these places come under the general law which makes It unlaw- - ,0
en' GrMcediplomatic career ended when he was appointed minister of
ful to kill birds, take their eggs or to willfully disturb the birds. A maximum
OT
e jomi anairs or Austria and Hungary, which department had
fine ot $500 and a sentence In Jail for six months are provided for violations uu"uc
supreme control of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the two Turkish provinces
ot this law.
which
Of Berlin Of 1878
nnw
Tha
in lnatrn.ll,
aritnlnl.ta.rf nnrf.
-....in. lul.
hlrt
-h. Ull Gil nBa. . 0een intrusted by the COngreSS
"
"
MUUV.
' n WUU.....D.V.
iUO
' raaarvaa
" " " alaln
lu""B araV haln.
very
nunan
a
piayea
tlon of the biological survey or tbe United States department of agriculture.
imiortant role In the marvelous In- ouu cumereiai Development or the two provinces.
Durlng the last year nine new bird reserves were established, scattered be- tween Alaska and Porto Rico; two new ones In Alaska, one of which. In the
Aleutian islands, was established not only tor the purpose of protecting
native birds, but also for the encouragement of propagation of
CUMBER A SIMPLE LIVER
animals, reindeer and food fishes. Otber bird reserves established during
tbe year were In Arkansas, Alabama and Mississippi and also the Canal
tone.
Miss Annie 8. Peck gathers
strength to climb some of tbe highest
mountains In the world on a menu
Chimney of
British Embassy
costing 25 rents a day. While resting
In New Vork preparatory to going
A NOTHER "mystery" of international nolltlcs was uncovered In Waahlnv.
America to ascend Mount Sora-ta- ,
ton recently by an American newspaper man. Fired by memories of tbe
lluuscaran and other peaks for the
romance and intrigue in Washington during the
second lime, she told how she did It
war and by
"I cook my own meals over an
a knowledge of the "secret service"
now going on in connection with the
electric stove In my room, and do my
C0UK
marketing." hIio said. "For breakfast
devious route of Mexican politics, but
YOU (QUH0
I have
steadied by the dignity of that solemn,
coffee, using a heaping
THFRE W
Imposing,
pile, the British
of pulverized South AmeriBtlH A
embassy, at the corner of Connecticut
can coffee at IK cents a pound, and
4PT Ifl
avenue and N street northwest, the
putting evnpornted milk in It. With
THE
m
reporter linked arms with luck and
nsfc
this I have rye hread and peanut' butInquired at the embassy:
ler. For lunch I eat a cake of milk
chocolate, and for dinner an omelet
"What happened when you had
your chimney fixed?"
marie with two eggs, which cost five
Said chimney is In the chancelcents. I have nlso spinach, of which
1
Tor ten cents I buy enough to
lery, between that building and the
last for
residence next door. The chimney wouldn't draw, and, therefore, there was
three menls."
not enough fire to warm the chilled secretaries and attaches
Miss Peck said she thought the
Hundreds of Washlngtonluns who had whispered to one another the
extravagance of the Americans in food
story of how a bricklayer was employed to block up an opening in tho chlm
HI. mrilv
Was
i. . ...
au'fnl "M..." viuia.-i..,
.
... .
.
.
ney, ana. .now a set or dictaphone wires was found there, were doomed. to .1.1.. I. uoiumg oi going inio
a notel and paying several dollars for a meal,
read an unravelment of this "mystery" of International politics that is amus- - wmen order their groceries and meats by telephone instead or coin
u came irom one oi ine emnassy
mis ruiiior iimn luipurimu.
" !" uiaiauio. adu men we complain or the cost ot living
iiere li IS

What National

Hungary

for the Farmer

Reserves

hI

KEEP

r

a

Crews Called by Movie 8creene.
Through an arrangement between
the railroad authorities and the motion picture theaters at Sayre, Pa.,
freight crews are regularly called for
their runs by brief notices flashed on
tbe screens at the theaters. When a
given crew is wanted, this fact Is simply telephoned to all the theaters, and
the notice la flashed on the screen In
some such form as "James Brown,
Thomas Jones, William Black, and
John White boarded for 10 p. m."
This means that the men are scheduled to take out a freight train at
the time given, but other details, of
course, must be found out by the men
from the regular train board at the
railroad offices. The plan was originated with the Idea of permitting the
men off duty to seek recreation about
the town without running the risk of
being missed by the call boy when
wanted. Popular Mechanics.

ith tbe death ot Lord Rothschild

in England, the leadership
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"What happened when we had our chimney fixed', ft'hy, the Are burned
all right What did we find? Why, wo found an awful lot ot dust and soot.
( barley is going to get a scolding for letting that chimney get so dirty."
"A Dictaphone Easily Could Be a Diplomats Delight"

What Becomes of the Holes in Postage Stamps
who passes by the bureau or printing ana engraving In Washington
may often see on a concrete platform
number of barrels being roughly
"beaded up" and loaded Into wagons. It he takes a peek Into one of tie
.barrels he will see that they are filled
with most peculiar looking stuff which
(WHAh
Z3t (THtTKf
ne will be at a loss to Ide .!fy. It is
THAT
WWAC
'SfTzjlS
composed of very small particles
seemingly or all the colors In the
rainbow.
It the passer-basks one or tbe
workmen what the queer stuff Is. he
will be told "Just holes." and further
Inquiry reveals that It Is composed of
the liny disks made by the machines
through which the sheets of postage
stamps are run for perforation. Tbey
fall into baskets and being of DO use Whatever, are barreled up and catted to
the city dump.
The bureau of printing and engraving turns out a barrel and a half of
these "holes' every week day, which means nine barrels a week and 468 bar
rels a year. It la needless to eay no one ever counted the number of "holes"
in a barrel, but as tbe bureau prints 12,000,000,000 stamps a year and there
are 21 perforatlona for each stamp, or a total of 251,000,000,000 for the year's
output. It is evident that each of tbe 468 barrels contains approximately
6Ml.M8 holes.
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INDIAN SUCCEEDS INDIAN
Houston B. Teehee, who hns succeeded Oabe Parker aa register of the
treasury, Is, like his predecessor, an
Indian, being
Cherokee
He was born in 1874 In what Is now
Sequoyah
county, Oklahoma, waa
reared on a farm and educated in the
tribal schools and at Forth Worth
university.
He served as an alderman In Tahlequah and was mayor of
that city for two terms. Mr. Teehee
is married, but has no children.
Mr. Teehee's rather was assistant
chief of the Cherokees, He served as
a delegate to Washington during tho
period or negotiations lending up to
V "v
Jf
tribal dissolution. He had been connected with tribal politics during his
entire lire until the tribal entity was
abolished In 1898.
How the name or "Teehee" became attached as the siimnme of his
farn ly Is a story repeated at the trees-urlepartment A grandfather of the
present register, aa the tale goes. an.
plied to enlist as a soldier during the
Civil
war in. Indian name was
.
Dehlnlnna ir.n.iaiarf f.m .i..
"roKee
the Enllh
into
Z..7:".
a. m. mng
r
nn n Pa rata
"
kIlUr
. a,w r t
aAi.ii.
uiLiug sergeant
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Valuable Lessons From Corn Shows
By

fTT" yt

seed must ba the
fonodatlon of succesa in
growing any crop, nd the
question is to what constitute a good seed mar well
receive all the thought and
attention the farmer can
bestow upon it. Perfection of form
and site, itralghtness of rows, uniformity In aise or kernels, and a high
percentage of grain to cob may all be
presented by an ear of corn that is
utterly valueless, when the essential
f producing a perfect seed is considered.
One of the first points a judge
hould give attention to Is the seed
condition of samples.
Is the germ
sound and will it produce a good
plant? A germination test Is the best
means of settling these questions, but
unfortunately cannot be employed
while one is Judging corn shows. The
farmer should test every ear be
Plants.
if the germ Is slender and small,
we plant Is likely to lack vitality.
Thin seeds tapering to their attachment produce weak germs, and consequently ears with such seeds must
be discriminated against In scoring
ihlbits. The seed bhould be deep,
but it must also be of medium width
and thickness, for upon this depends
the size of the germ, and the amount
of food stored in the seed for the
erly maintenance of the plant
Badly matured seeds sometimes
present small bllsterlike eminences

I

Ideal and adhere to It, rigidly casting
out anything and everything that does
not comply with our standard.
Uniformity in shape and size of
seed Is especially important, and no
one feuturu tells more unmistakably
the care a
has had In the way
of selection and breeding. Seeds pro--

Ear at the Left Too 8hort and Thick
While That at the Right Is Too
Long and Slender The Middle Ear
8hows ths Right Proportions.

well-cure-

Food

With Rock, But Is Caught
and Fined.

Another rabbit killing caBe, which In
some respects rivals the famous Oscar
PbllHp arrest In North Plalnfleld, was
up before Justice Peter D. Lane at Far
Hills, and aa the prisoner had not the
money to pay his One he was sent to
the county Jail for 30 days, notwltb-

A number of ancient Sumerlan tablets, recording tbe deeds of the Babylonians thousands of years ago, have
been deciphered by George A. Barton
at the University of Pennsylvania museum. One of these tablets, which
tells how a farmer rid bis field of locusts and caterpillars, Is dated 4,000
B. C. and Is the oldest piece of writing extant, according to an announcement made by officials of the museum.
The farmer, Doctor Barton's translation says, called In a necromancer,
who "broke a Jar, cut open a sacrifice,
a word of cursing he repeated, and the
locuBts and caterpillars fled." For this
service he recejyed a tall jmlm tree.
That a canal was constructed in
Babylonia nearly 5,000 years ago Is
shown by another tablet dated "The
year tbe Divine Naram-Siopened the
mouth of the canal Erin at Nippur."
Naram-8lwas a king In Babylonia
and Is supposed to have financed the
construction of the waterway which
gave Nippur transportation facilities
with the rest of the world. A third
tablet, dated 3200 B. C, records the
transfer of land and a quantity of
grain for bronze money. Gold and silver were known at that time, but were
not used as currency.

one.
When one has selected

the variety
best answering his purpose, his work
is only begun. He should not rest
satisfied as long as anyone has a better strain of the variety.
When
he gets a crop from it, the very best
ears should be selected for seed from
the very best plants, and these ears

ought to be thoroughly cured before
severe freezing weather arrives, either
by placing on shelves or suspending
by wire In an attic or other dry place,
or else by the enreful use of artificial
A common practice
among
heut.
those who handle large quantities of
seed Is to cure on narrow shelves, the
ears being placed In a single layer, or
at any rate not in very deep layers,
so that the air may circulate freely
about each one.
A
corn so preserved
germinates better than corn kept In
crib, or In a box, or bin. Good seed
com should germinate 99 per cdtat
and any ears not giving this per
centage should be rejected. The only
way to determine whether or not it is
up to this standard is by testing each
ear in the spring before planting time,
and it Is customary among those who
beve taken up the task of Improving
seed corn to construct shallow trays,
three or four Inches deep, and, marking off a piece of Canton flannel in
squares, place It In the bot
tom, or on a layer of moist sand, and
with each square numbered to correspond with an ear, take out a half
dozen kernels from each and place
them In the corresponding square,
Then another piece of moist flannel Is
placed over them, and, covering with
a Hd or piece of glass to preserve the
moisture, the tray is set in a warm
place. If kept In a room where tbe
temperature ranges from 70 to 80 degrees Fahrenheit for Ave days, the
kernels In some squares may be found
to have germinated feebly, unevenly,
or not at all, while in others tbey
will have germinated well, showing
that the seeds of tbe ear they came
from are of strong vitality. The ears
so germinating are the ones to save.
They greatly Increase the prospects
of a perfect stand and more vigorous
subsequent growth.

duced at the extreme tips and butts
of ears of necessity differ somewhat
in shape from those In the middle of
the ear where each seed Is restricted
by its fellows. Hut the greater part
of the length of an ear the size and
shape should be so close that tbe
same number of seeds will be dropped
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The pastry cook with a reputation uses K C Baking Powder
because he knows that results are certain; every time everything
is as good as his best
Then, too, with K C Baking Powder he can mix the various
kinds of batter before the rush of the meal begins and bake as
needed so th.it every order goes to the table fresh and hot, yet the
last ne bakes are just as good as the first
The reasons behind these reasons is that K C Is
really a blend of two baking powders. One commences
to give off leavening gas as soon as moistened. Tho
other requires both moisture and heat to make it
active. Dough or batter will remain in a partially
leavened condition for hours, and when Dut in the oven.
A will come up as light as if mixed a moment before.
For cookies, pancakes, doughnuts and the like,
which cannot all be baked at once, K C n indispensable. For all baking thedouble raise makes doubly certain.
--

Follow Ma example of the profeuional
cook ana your baking will be equal to AM.
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WORMS.
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He Is she a good dancer?
She Not scrupulously. California
Pelican.

"Wormy", that', what'a tta. matter of 'earn. Btomeca and ta
teatlnal worni. Nearly a. bat! a. dlatempar. Oo.t you too muck
Don't phy.ie 'am to daeta.
to feed 'em. Look betlare bad.
Spohn'a Cure will remove the wurmi, Improre tbe appetite, and
ltna 'em up all round, and don't "pltyHic." Acta oa plena, end blood
full direction, with each bottle, and Mid by all drufstete.
SPOHN MEDICAL CO.. Chemist.
Goab.n. lad., V. 8. A.

It often turns out In after years that
tho faint heart which tailed to win the
fair lady waa something of a blessing
In disguise.

The Point of View.

The Battles of Peace.

The OptlmlBt There's nothing like
There are difficulties and dangers
before our nation today Just as great hope.
The Pessimist Thera certainly Isn't
as any our forefathers faced. To
for fooling a person.
meet and conquer them requires all

IYIETZ

the moral brawn and muscle this nation can muster. There are the problems of corruption In business and
politics; the terrible scourges of intemperance and the drug habit, and
the social evil, deadly to soul and body
5 Passengir, Gray ft
alike; there are the problems of
Davit, Elictrlo Lights
moral education, of marriage and diand Starter, 25 N. P.
vorce, of the treatment of dependOnataet hill rllmbrr; IS to SO mllr on I gallon ents prisoners, defectives, paupers,
f.aollne. O,00O mllee on one art of tlrra. (ti..
art Hpredom.trr, on. man Mob.tr top. 108 Inch etc. Any one of these left
wheel ban, wood or wire wheel., 8Sia
inrb
would devastate our country
tlrea, weight 1.000 poomle. MfTI nt CMIEIUI
as no war could. Rev. N. T. Hotiser.
DlitilMsrt to CwVtM In llailM Mi WrsaUf

$000

3J9

union-quere-

Cartercar Co.
Denver, Colorado
LIVE AGENTS WANTED

The Colorado

His Question.
"Seven men out of every ten are
confounded bores!" emphatically declared Alexander Akinslde, the dyspeptic dissertatlonlnt.
"Why except the other threef"
Mention catalog you are Interested in and
snarled J. Fuller Oloom, the widely
we'll send it free, prepaid, with full information of our "EASY PAY PLAN." We known and cordially detested misanJudge.
prepay freight charges and sell uoder a thropist.

1638 Broadway

I

Why send
your money

guarantee.

back

MUSIC

L

PaUlO lba.Tbebe.to
II.7S

CO.,DnTar.Coto

W-s-s
catalogue

Bon

poaf PIJHF

FHKK.

HUNcT

paid. P. 10 lb.. Amber
Strained Honey (wild flower.) I1JS po.tp.ld.
Tta Ciliraai Haaay Ptaiams Aae.,
Daw

Doctor's Advice.
Doctor You must go away for a
long rest.
Overworked Merchant But, doctor,
I'm too busy to go away.
Doctor Well, then, you must stop
advertising.

"bargain

wf;
awaaasa

"aa

" aawav j ws aa
get the best roofing at a rea-

sonable price of your own local
dealer whom you know?

Buy materials

that laat

Certabtteed
Roofing

PK. Victrolas

.y. (alfalfa)

e

The patrons of our first class hotels and restaurants arc exact
they demand the best Women go where the pastry and cakes
are noted for their excellence. Men are attracted by hot bread and
biscuits when fresh and moist and light
Ing

W. I Doarlae shoes ara made of the bait dnuiMtla and Imported anr-teate.ere,
tne iimi moaeis, eareiuiiy ooa.iruot.ti uy me a
expert hut and patt.ro
m.k.ra la this country. No oth.r make
of .qua! prleas, can compel, wlta w. 1. liougiaa slioes for style,
woramanemp ana quality,
eomionaoio, eaay waiving
boos th.y ara unsurpaaaeu.
Tha 3.00, S.I.SO and M OO shoes will (It. a. good Mrvloe
aa ot bar maka. ooatlnc S4.00 to a.uo,
iicsi.ni) Srt.(Mnl
SVI.oO abooa compare favorably
awaaaaaawaai
with
Of, . - a
other makes ooatlua SM.00 to M.OO. WbfraTrr vou IIv
thereat, many man and woin.n w.ar Itlf W.L..JIOU
aho.a Conault th.m and th.y will t.11 you ma. w,
louglaa ahoaa canuot ba .acll.d for ilk prlo.
burlnr Wt. Dott t 1m thofsi
1 When
AND t'ltlCp
look lor u ii nam i
umpM) on tb bo (torn. SboM tbua -- tumiied i ilwij'i r-'worm id pn-- pun ror
ror vi yavs w 1 uouiiu nu
fUaVanteM their vtJiia And oroiected tha wffirer uftliutt bbtb
prloe. far Infftrror hoes b b.vlu- - bis NAMK AND fKI( K
lio not
KUDped on tbe bottom before tharlear thefariory.

BEE SUPPLIES

$22.-35-

1

I 1i
A 'lOW )VSV IliiOOLd 'UUflCiyU
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES

DUIv

money

knowing that this is the "closed season."
The game wsrden arraigned Svarka
before Justice Lane at Far Hills, who,
when the circumstances
were ex.
plained to him, imposed a fine of
Svarka said he did not have any
money to pay the fine and be was sent
to Jail for 30 days in default. 8omer-vill(N. J.) Dispatch to New York
Sun.

COOKS
USE
Baking Powder

--

THE

standing his protest that he was out of
work and hungry and killed the rabbit
for food only.
Tbe prisoner was Jasper Svarka,
years of age, a former
twenty-fou- r
farm hand who bad been out of work
for some time. Svarka saw a rabbit
near Short Hit's and he burled a stone
at It. His aim was good and he killed
the rabbit. He picked It up and was
carrying It under his arm wben Special Came Warden Charles Meyers espied him. Svarka admitted that be had
killed the rabbit, aut" be also admitted

FAMOUS
PASTRY

3 '3.50 4.00 4.50 5 '5.50 SHOES Ipf ts
'2.50
ounce
try
f
o.

uunuru'G

Pianos

The Three Tips at the Left Are Undesirable, While the One at the Right
Is Almost Perfect The Butt at the Left la Well Formed, the Next
Is Too Contracted, the Third Too Flat, and th
Fourth Is Badly
Formed and Poorly Filled Out

WHY

W.L.PIL&

tant

two-Inc-

wedge-shape-

Man, Long Out of Job, 8ecures

Are Too

best-bre-

m m m
ill ml P m W
fei H m W IS

KILLS HARE, JAILED

d

filled butts snd with exposed tips of and lessen labor involved In replanting.
cobs should be rejected.
Samples are sometimes seen at corn
corns grown In
In' the
the southern states the rows range shows with scattered grcins differing
from 16 to 24, the number present markedly In thickness and width from
being always even In any normally tbe others. They are objectionable,
developed ear. In flint corns grown both because such seed does not plant
well, and because it .hows cross polIn the northeastern states the numOutclassed.
Preber may be reduced to eight or ten len ization with other varieties.
Member of Anarchist Society Genmiums
can
be
given to such samples tlemen, I vlsh to resign!
rows.
Uofore we can make progress In only when tbe competln. samples
President But vy, brozzer? Vy
improving corn, we must select an present more serious defects, such as vould you leave ubT
traces of tbe mold causing sickness in
Member Ach! der iss no more
stock, decayed kernels and Imperfect
glory In dls bomb business; eet iss
development of germs.
becoming vulgar; everypody la doln'
A separate seed plot for each farmer, where his best ears can be plant- It! Punch.
ed and the plants kept from contamDoubtful Assurances.
ination, or a strip from his choice
"Do you think they approved of my
seed planted through the middle of a Eastern sermon T" asked one of our
large planting of tbe same variety,
ministers.
have both been suggested as means of
"Yes, I think so," replied Ills wlf;
keeping seed corn from tbe pollen of "they were all nodding."
undesirable corn grown In tbe neighborhood. This matter Is an impor-

the Long Ear With the Slim Cob.

HUNGRY,

wedge-shape-

l,

The Top Row 8hown Are the Best, While Those at the Bottom
Short and Thick.

The Cobs and Grain of the Two Ears at the Right Are Shown at the
Left The Shorter Ear With the Thicker Cob Bore More Grain Than

'

by the planter each time. With big
eeds and little ones,
mixed In the trough
and broad-ovaof the planter, the number dropped
has been found to range wider, with
a costly percentage of bills lacking a
sufficient number, and some without
any at all. Uniformity of the seed
thus, besides denoting blgn quality,
tends to Increase the stand and yield

n

m

over the norm, due ,0 B separation of
the cuticle from its attachment. Again,
If the whole urea over the germ la
deeply sunken, It Indicated lack of
maturity and conBcqiient extensive
shrinkage.
Failure of the grain to
Heparatn readily from the cob Is another indication of lack of ripeness.
A brown or pink discoloration about
the germ or the attached end of the
seed Is very objectionable, as Is also
the presence of mold or rotten seeds.
Again, upon the general shape of
the seed depends to some extent the
quantity of grain produced.
If the seed Is very wide, contracts
rapidly to Its attachment, and is
rounded without, a great deal of
apace is left between the kernels that
might Just as well be tilled.
The
grains should fit snugly against each
other at all sides, and a medium
,
with a small shoulder
at each side above the attached tip
best serves this purpose. As already
atated in considering the germ, tbe
seed must not taper too rrpldly, otherwise a vacant space will be left next
the cob, and the taper should be alike
on the two sides, the germ being In
A very thin
eed is to
the middle.
be avoided; it gives too little room for
the germ, and generally denotes Immaturity.
In a
ear,
the seeds should not give way when
the ear is given a slight twist with
the hands. They should support each
other firmly, and when shelled ought
to come free from the cob, with no
adhering chaff and with tho tips entire.
The general shape of an ear of corn
may range widely with variety. Some
should, according to present standards, be cylindrical from butt nearly
to tip, others should taper slowly, and
Kill I others more .rapidly and decidedly. Yet it may be said that in working for high yield the best results are
likely to be secured with the cylindrical ear. Ears which taper are likely
to bear shallow seeds toward tbe tip
of the cob, and when shulled out give
too small a total weight of grain.
This may be said, I think. In tbe face
of the fact that tbe majority of recognized varieties, and some of tbe
The
very best, taper more or less.
taper ear seems to me likely In the
end to be displaced by its more shapely competitor.
The cob should neither be very
small nor excessively large. The former Indicates lack of vigor, the latter
coarseness, and Is generally developed

umsrlan Tablet. In University of
Pennsylvania Records Deeds of
Babylonians.

QARMAN.

at the expense of the seed. A medium-sized
cob Is always best
There should be no vacant space at
the tips of ears and cone at the butts.
Good ears shown at fairs sometimes
have the tips completely and symmetrically covered with seed. This should
be the condition of the majority of
the ears produced by a variety, and
In saving seed, ears with imperfectly
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Is guaranteed In writing; S years for
10 years for
and 15 years
and the responsibility of
for
our big mills stands behind this guarantee. Its quality Is the highest and
its price the most reasonable.
General Roofinf Maaufactnrtnf Co.
Worid't luegeef atoawtmetweera
Salas ,
awd

irre

BuMtme
Ore
lete. CUewa
PWadalsU
Atlaala w OeraraaJ
Cie
ti Ihu " '
Saafnaillis tealtla iaaai.
New Yard

Aetrett
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Sraaer

PANAMA HATS

Kill tha Flies Now and Prevent

dlMtaae. A DAISY FIT KILLER will do It.
9n4 ne yon r hat to be bleached and blocked. We Kllla thounaml
A II dealers
Lasts all
bm no arid. All work la gnaranied. I'rire for
Lad oa' or Uea'a iiau.ll.bu. nepay return cbancee-Dianor tit aent eipreas paltl fur t. II. SO.MKHd,
put racrmf, tail tfiaiai tt., MrarKB. tout. ISO De Kalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ailr.

EVERY

ROWARO E. BURTON AMcHVa(an.TND
Bpeelmaa Drleaat Oold, Surer, lead, tl :Oold,
SlWar, tte; Oold.ftOe; ElncorCopper.il. Malllnf
aae.inpe.aDd full prleell.t nenl on .ppllcatlon.
LMdvlllw. Colo. ataf. Uarbooata hat. Uoa.

If a man will refrain from combing
his hair over the denuded spot the
probabilities are that nobody will notice the fact that he is bald.

WOMAN

lOSStS SUMIY FRtVDITtD
9 Cattar. S)lMtaa Pill. Lt.
prtewl frwh, reliable: preferred bp

VOI R OWM PRI'OOfST Wil l. TF.I.I. YOU
for lied, Weak. Watery
Prf ftiorln. He. Hemedr Rrrllda:
Nu Haianltia
Granulated
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Write for Hook of the
Kr
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I'ree. MnrtBo Ki. MaBed Co.. Cbleaav.
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Teet waera
etMr eaeelen fall.
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aMklet aa CmMK'S.
If unMa!aMe. order
VHt CUTIiS LASOaAIOSr. Sertaar. Calllwala
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rAfeKElt'A

HAIR BAL8AM

Athens and Piraeus may aoon be
connected by taxlcab service.
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FarDalerai Color
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wishes to look her

best,
never know what
Is until you try

foil vl II

YOUR BEST

ZONA

It's woman's imagination that keeps
her young If she Imagines people
the wonderful healer and beautifler.
can't see through a coat ot paint.
Send one dime and we will mall you
Red Crom Bag Blue makes the laundress a beautiful opal jar of ZONA with a
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers.

Adv.

The world seems all the brighter to
lovers when the gas Is turned low.

10-ce-nt
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sponge

for

applying.

Write at once.
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The Clovis News
The News

Publishers.
Entered at the post office at
Clovis, N. M. as second class
matter under the act of March
3, 1879.
TEKMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

$1.00
50c

The Elks have gone into the
farming business on a large
scale, having recently had the
half block east of Barry's store
plowed. We learn that it wi
be planted in hops and rye.

The Slaton Texas base ball
team came up nine strong Saturday supported by a good crowd
of "rooters."
They crossed
LAWYER
bats with a part of the regular
New Mexico.
local team Saturday with the re- Clovis,
sult that the home team met
defeat by the narrow margin of
3 to 4.
Sunday the result was differAttorneys at Law
ent. The Clovis team had out
Office in Worley Bldg.
their full quota of regular play
Opposite Postoffie
ers, some of whom ure employed
v
Rooms 4 and 5.
by the railroad and could not
participate in Saturday's game.
Clovis,
New Mexico.
The wind was blowing a gale,
but notwithstanding this, the
exhibition was the best of the
season and all who braved the
Physician and Surgeon
elements to witness the game,
Office in Jackson Bldg,
called it a good one.
The
Opposite Postoffice
feature of the game was a home
run by "Chunk" Bi lines ev. Office Phone 261 -R- esidence 269
The score was 7 to 2 in favor of

Which is

It is quite authoritatively
stated that we are raising a
class of crops now on the plains
country and raising them in such
a manner that a drouth would
not affect us as it once did.
This is all very well in case of a
dnuth of a few weeks but a
real drouth such as we experienced a few years ago will make
everything look sick, no matter
where it is, what it is and how
it has been cared tor. House
News.
The land, generally speaking,
is in a higher state of cultivation
than it was at the time of the

drouths, and the crops
are therefore less liable to be
effected by a severe drouth.
The silo is the best solution cf
the problem of drouth protection
and many Curry county people
now have them.
1910 11

Friends of Miss Leila Downing
of Melrose, received announc-meritof her graduation from
the Oklah oma City Schools, on
May L'Sth. Miss Downing, it is
reported, will be married on the
20th, to a prominent
theater
owner of that city. Miss Downing is well known in Clovis and
especially to the younger set.
s

1-- 2

Ottawa Star Nurseries

The advice it gives you will
be sound.
be your friend in
prosperity.
It will assist you to avoid
or overcome adversity.
Keep your money in YOUR
bank and pay your bills
by check.
It is the modern way,
It is the safe way.
It is the most convenient
way.

Phone 95.
New Mexico.

bery and Flowers.
38 years experience.

Physician & Surgeon

F. M. MOORE

Local solicitors.
Office Opposite Postoffice

It is the ONLY

Notice of Contest.
Uepartiiwht of I he Interior, United Status
and Ollice, Fort Sumner. N. M April 26, 18!5.
To Allwrt H. Hardin of Hsroford, Texas. Con- tt'Htoe:
You nre horehy notified that Inane H. Brasher,
who elves Claud, N. M. aa nil
o
adilreaa
I nn December 12, l!lfi, file in this ollice hla
application to contest and aecure
e cancellation of your homestead entry, Serial
O.0197, made July 20, 1908. for NW.
Sec. 1,
Twp. 4 N Range 86 E., N. M. P. Meridian, and
irrounds for hla contcat he allnros that the
aid Albert H. Hardin haa wholly abandoned the
id land above described in thii. He husiiot cul
tivated nor resided on the aaid land since the data
filing.
You are, therefore, further notified that the
aid allegation! will be taken aa confessed, and
your aaid entry wili be cancelled without further
right to be heard either before thle office or on
appeal, if you fall to file in this office within

twenty daya ater the FOUIITH publication of
thia notice, aa ahown below, your anawor. under
oath, apeclflcally repondlng to these allegation!
of contest, together with due proof that you have
served a copy of your answer on the said contestant either in petaon or by registered mail.
You should state In your answer the name of
e
the
to which you desire future notices
to be sent to you.
A. J. EVANS. Register.
Date of first publication May 7. 1916
" " second
"
May 14, 2916
" " third
"
May 81. 1016
" " foutrh
"
May 28. 1916

D. L. Connell, M. D.
Physician & Surgeon

Oklahoma. Contests:
You are hereby notified that Homer K. Roach
who gives Field. New Mexico as his poat office
address, did on March 22, l'JIS, file in this office
SlckWsa.

his duly corroborated application to contest and
ecu re the cancellation of your Homuste.id Entry
No.
, Serial No. 011021 made April 9th,
1909, for Southeast Quarter Section
12. Town-ehl- p
6 N.. Range 32 E . N. M. P. Meridian, and
grounds
as
for his contest he alleges that Entry-ma- n
haa wholly abandomid said entry from date
of entry up to the present time, with the exception of occasional visits of short duration, never
having lived and actually resided on the place
for aa much ss two weeks at any one time. uch
visits being made at six months intervals, which
abandonment still exists and the defects have
not been cured and patent has not lceii earned
under either the throe or five year laws;
You ure, therefore, further notifies that the
sa'd allegations will li taken i cinti s .el. and
your said entry w ll he cancelled without further
rliiht to he heard, either before this i:iii e nr on
lipenl. if you fnil to file in this ollice within
twunty days nfler the KOIUtTII loiliMinfon of
this notice, us shown below, your nnawer. i nder
oath, specifically responding to these allegations
or ronlcHt. together with due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer on t'.e suit
contestant either in person or by reentered
mail.
You should state in your answer th n line of
theiKiSt office to which you desire future notices
to be sent to you.
H. !'. Donohoo. Register.
Felipe Snnchct y llaco. Itecei .er.
Date of first publication April). Ulli
"
May T. MIS
"second
" ' third
"
May 14. 1915
" fourth
"
May 21. 1915

suc-

See

the

Ourren Agency in
building for
Fire Insurance. They are rep
resenting some of the largest
and best companies.

the Antler Hotel

Sweet Potato Plants.
Peppers, Cabbage,
Tomatoes, House
Plants, Etc.

See the Curren Agency for
Best old line Insurance.
Now
ocated in the Antlers buildine.
Phone 32.

Clovis

Arthur

LAND LAWYER

DENTIST

If you expect difficulty

THE
FIRST
NATIONAL

Physician & Surgeon
Special attention to diseases of
the Eye, Ear. Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.

BANK

Over Hears Pnarnaay
Ofles Phew IN. Res Men es Paeae L

Clovis,

-

S. A. JONES, President
S. J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

New Msx.

D. D. Swear in gin
of the Irm of Drs. Presley

Iw

will be in Clovis from the 15th
to 20th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.

DR. H.

R GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute

and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

Office 103

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
Clovis,
New Mexico.
1--

2

Walker's Market
for all kinds of

Meats and Produce
Phone

123.

WE

Phone 123.

Notice of Contest.
Department of the Interior. United Stales
Land Office. Fort Sumner, N. M , April X. IMS.
To Enoch W. Fairs n of Unknowu, Contuatee:
You are hereby notified that Isaac H. Brasher,
who if Ives Claud, N. M aa his
ad
dress, did on Dectnber 12.1915. file in this ollice
his duly corroborated application to contest and
secure the cancellation of your homestead entry
Sorlal No. OftMM. made June 27th, 191H, for N. K.
Section 2, Township 4 N Manse M E.. N. M,
P. Meridian, and as cruunds for his contest he
alleires that the said Enoch W. Faa-ahaa wholly
abandoned the said land since the date of flllnir
on same, he never established residence on said
land, never cultivated some nnd hns failed in
every paytlrulnr to comply with the require
ments of tho law.
You aro therefore, further
notified that the
s
said
will Iw taken as confessed, and
your said entry will li canceled without further
riff hi to Ik- - heard, either before tlrs oil cr or on
appeal. If y hi fail to lllu in this office within
twenty days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown liulow, your answer, under
s
oath, spcclficilly respondini; to llicso
of contest, tovtet Iter with due proof thiit you
hnvu served a copy of your answer on tho said
contestant either in person or by realsteiid mail.
You should stslo in your answer the name of
tho post ofl.ee to which you desire future notices
to be sent to you.

"
"
"

"second
" third
" fourth

publication

"
"

a

Jljl Jl

NEW MEXICO

J si Jl
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We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short

no-lic- e.

See us at once!

The
Union Mortgage Co.
1
OlJiJlJiJijl.MjiJIJIjlJIJIJIJIjlJi

PLOWING!

PLOWING!

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading. making surface
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.
TOM REAGAN.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LAD? ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

J. EVANS. ItcKister.
May 7, WIS
May 14, 1016
May 21, 11118
May 28. 1915

G

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone 38.

WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

THE GLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pre.

Jl

Money! Money!;

a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

A.
Hate of first

Inquire at Green House
or Phone 212.

in making proof, lot me
help you. Contest work

CLOVIS,

Green

House

E. Curren

R. R. DUNCAN

DR. A. L. DILLON

Curren Agency

g

Office Phone 146. Res Phone 326

Office Opposite P. 0.
Phone 89.
CLOVIS,
NEW MEX.

4 room pebble dashed house,
close in, will trade for good
wagon and team.
Valuation
$550.00
Own 160 acres 12 miles SE of
Clovis. owe $200, will trade

equity for most anything.
Brick 2 story building i n
Chicasha, rents for $75. Value
$10,000.00 Inc. $6,000, trade
equity for farm and stock in N.
M. Owned by rancher.
4 pool tables and
fixture
worth $1,500.00, will trade
any kind of land, worth money.
2 farms in Erath Co., Texas,
for lands near Clovis. One 160
acres, 45 acres in farm, 5 room
house, orchard, sight of town,
creek runs thru land. Other 142
acres, 60 acres black valley land,
3 room house.
Value $50.00 per
acre investigate.

office in elks home

Notice of Content.
Contest No. 6CA8.
Department of the Interior, United States
Land Office. Tueumcari. N. M. April 21, IP16.
To Omer N. Crjln of Field, New Mex'ca and

way.

It is the way of ALL
cessful men.
Make it YOUR way.

Trade:

Plumbing, Repair prompt and
F. W. McKay, who has been
satisfactory.
Phone 72.
employed as a fireman, quit
Tuesday and left for New Orleans with the intention of tak-nr
shipping for Germany to go
aboard a submarine.
McKay
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
says he served four years in the
German Navy.

It will

Dr. J. R. Haney

All kinds of Trees Shrub-

W. F. MOORE

them.
It will give you expert advice when you are perplexed.

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Clovis,

S. A. Erdman received information from Missouri that the
"Hessian Fly" is about to take
the wheat crop of that state.
The same is true in parts of
Kansas.
A. W. Johnson accompanied
by B. W. and L. B. Johnson and
Chas Reichart went to Hereford
on a fishing expedition Tuesday.
My, the stories
they told
when they return ed.

It is your friend.
It is for your convenience.
It will help you save.
It will care for your savings
It will pay you interest on

M. Chapman

.

it?

There were undoubtedly more
people to be seen on the streets
of Clovis last Saturday than on
any day in the last four years,
except on occasions of celebrations or other attractions.
It
reminded one of the palmy days,
in Clovis when real estate values
doubled in a week and there was
insufficient accomodation for all
the new comers. A large per
centage of those seen Saturday
were strangers here, who were
looking for farms and business
locations.
Come on boys, the
water is fine. We have plenty
of good land, good water and
the most healthful climate in
the world.

BANK

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

team was weak.
Thev are a
the boys. A "henpecked" man gentlemanly
young fel- of
set
will occasionally go where he ows
and are welcome to return
can find peace and pleasure.
to Clovis at any time.

skill.

THIS IS YOUR

Reese & Pardue

Man loves the surroundings
which are most congenial.
he cant find matters pleasant in Clovis.
The Slatonites have some good
his home life, he will probably
players,
but as a whole their
occasionally slip away and join

or persons were
A numiMT
arrested for betting on the re
suits of the ball game Sunday,
but no complaints were filed anc?
nothing done. There is a law
against betting on a game of
chance, but there is no law
against betting on a game of

John P. Smithson, the Grady
real estate dealer, was in Clo vis
He reon business Monday.
in
flourishing
ports conditions as
and
country
his section of the
that he has made several big
land deals recently.
The News scribe was in
Hereford with a fishing party
just as we
last week-a- nd.
lb bass and got
caught a 9
him to the toD of the water, he
flopped loose and got away.
Further deponent sayeth not.

PROFESSIONAL

W. A. Gillenw&ter

Printing Company

One Year
Six Months

Base Ball Dope

DIRECTORS:
JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres., J. C. NELSON, Cashier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL,

W. H. DUCKWORTH,

L. H. SANDERS

S

pecial

G raniteware

SATURDAY, MAY 22nd ON GRANITEWARE
14 quart Dishpan, 8 quart Berlin Kettle with tin cover,, and
6 quart Sauce Pan with granite cover for

39 Cents.
Triangle
Electric Irons

WH TIN G'S

Everything for
Spring
Housecleaning

HUIglWmM,MH

Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
Mike Kelly returned Tuesday
from Topeka and Chicago.
See Whiting's ad in this issue.
Ed Mears has purchased a
Dodge car.
new
Cleve Edgell was up from
Melrose Saturday,
The Elks are going to spring
extraordinary soon.
something
alBO
sporting a
Sam Holland is
it.
for
Look
out
"Flivver" car.
M. T. Anderson was in from
Mr. Morris was up from Melhis ranch near Hollene Saturday.
rose Saturday.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store. Iron Clad Hosiery, the very

Local and Personal

Messrs Winkler and Tharpleft
Wednesday for South Dakota.
Roy Suman is again pulling
the throttle on a mallet west.
S. J. Boykin is sporting a new
Euick.
Frank McGee, of Havener,
was in the city Saturday.

best.

A. J. Rodes.

Ed V. Leach and family of
near Cameron were in the city
shopping Wednesday.
Howard Dennis returned last
week from Albuquerque, where
he has been attending the State
University.
Judge Bledsoe, a prominent
Fine section relinquishment
Lubbock attorney, was in the ten miles from R. R. Shallow
city Monday.
water. P. 0. Box 315 Clovis.
pd.
G. B. Pursinger and family, of
Bring your hens to Clovis
Nebr., have located in the
Creamery and Produce Co. We
paying 10c Cash for nice fat
C. J. Shoup, of Havener, was are
in the city to attend the teacher's hens.
F. N. Davis, who recently re
meeting Saturday.
from Mantfum, Oklaturned
Shamrock,
G. N. Vitalo, of
Texas, is here looking for a lo homa, was in from his ranch
near Cameo, Saturday.
cation.
Sudan Grass Seed 10 cents a
H. E. and A. F. Ecker, of
pound. Clovis Feed Store. J. A.
Edmond, Oklahoma, were here
tf.
McFarlin Proprietor.
Saturday.
J. T. Meredith, Chas. Jones,
Mrs. Chas Scheurich left TuesBill Carpenter, Claud Vance and
day to attend the California
John Maxfield, of Mangum,
expositions.
Oklahoma, are here looking for
Jack Prichett has severed his locations.
with the Union
connection
Stock. Rock. Crazy Eyes and
Mortgage Company.
No. 2 Salt for sale at the Model
Shoes! Shoes! Shoes! for all Grocery.
the family. A. J. Rodes.
C. E. Kelly and wife were
from Claud in their new
down
Kirkendall
Fred Tutor and Joe
accompanied the boll team up car Saturday. Mr. Kelly has a
fine wheat crop this year.
from Slaton Saturday.
1- -t

fak,

Oil and Gasoline Stoves.
District Attorney. K. K. Scott,
visit-ing
frigerators.
Phone 72.
points
Roswell,
city
in
was
of
the
last week from eastern
hid brother, Dr. J. Foster
and is again domiciled in her
Scott, and transacting legal
west side home.
it i
the dis- business Tuesday.
Leland Chapman,
penser of liquid refreshments
of the Coca Cola variety, has resigned at Mears and accepted a
position with the Southwestern
Drug Co.
Mrs. G. W. Singleton returned

rr

J. H. Sheppard, editor of the
Portales Herald, was a Clovis
visitor Friday. Mr. Sheppard is
a splendid writer and publishes
a good paper.
Sam Pipkin, of Claud, was in
town Saturday.
He has 100
aCres of wheat, which he says
looks fine and is beginning to
beard out.
Jim Comer, who has been em
ployed with the coast artillery in
Frisco and Hono lulu, is here on
a furlough visiting relatives.

-t

not unless Germany's answer is offensive, but
at present THE MODEL GROCERY is making
WAR on high prices. We quote the following
prices from date until Saturday, May 29, 1915.
No,"

...

18c
Swift's Premium Hams
27c
Swift's Premium Bacon, by the strip
16c
Country Cured Shoulders
pail
large
$1.00
Compound, Jewel or Advance,
1.35
Cottolene, large pail
1.25
Snowdrift, large pail
45c
gal.
Sparkle brand Syrup, per
45c
Louisiana Beauty Syrup, per gal.
$1.10
Plymouth Rock Corn, No. 2 cans, per dozen
1.30
Pink Salmon, per doz.
1.35
dozen
No.
per
3 cans,
Lakewood Tomatoes,
1.10
Justice Blackberries, per doz.
85c
Choice Peaches in 10 boxes
90c
for
Kraut
2 Gallon Glass jar
25c
12 lbs. Fancy Michigan Potataes for
25c
8 lbs. Extra Nice Sweet Spuds for
25c
Van Camps Hominy, No. 3 cans, 3 for
75c
1
dozen
per
No.
cans,
Pallas Pork and Beans,
$2.00
48 lb sack Moses Best Flour
1.00
6 lbs. Extra Good Rio Coffee for
1.00
for
Cot'fe
Peaberry
Santos
4 lbs. Best
45c
Brook Dale Peaches, per gal.
45c
Brook Dale Plums, per gal.
35c
Victory Apples, per gal.
45c
gal.
per
Capitol Peaches,
35c
Collie Peaches, per gal.
45c
C. F. C. A. Blackberries, per gal
60c
Del Monte Catsup, per gal.
doz.
1.10
per
2,
No.
Peas,
Early
June
Popular brand
W. D. brand Pie Peaches, No. 3 cans, per doz. 1.00
40c
Compass brand Blackberries, per gal.

Seeds, Bulk Seeds.
Garden and Field seeds no w
in. and a fine lot they are.
When you need seeds of any
kind, get them at Clovis Creamery and Produce Co. and save
money.

News

Mrs. Paul Scott accompanied
by her little son arrived from
Waynoka Monday and spent a

few day here visiting friends.
They were on their way to Richmond, Cal., where they will
visit Mrs. Scott's parents and
take in the Panama Pacific Exposition.

Master Mechanic Hugo Schaf-er- ,
went to Topeka Sunday on
business.
Brakeman, F. E. Taylor, ha3
returned to Clovis and will take
a run out of here in freight service. Brakeman Claude Hackney, succeeds him on the passenger run between Carlsbad and
Slaton.
Mike Kelly is back" from a
hasty trip to Chicago and

Many kinds of
T. J. Mabry, of Cros'byton,
who has been in the city calling Dress Goods. A. J. Ro de s.
on friends, returned home MonVV. F. Knight, of Slaton, head
day.
ed a crowd of "rooters" which
'1. T. Laney, of Field, was in accompanied
the Slaton team
the city after supplies Wednes- here Saturday.
day and renewed for the News.
Fred Meyers returned from
Mrs. A. W. Skarda and Mrs Albuquerque Tuosday, where he
Guy Griffith returned Monday went to call on a friend.
from a visit to their home in
Mrs. Cash Ramey, wite of
Texas.
Mayor Ramey, returned from an Topeka.
Fine Line Ginghams. A. extended visit in Kansas last H. H. Harmon, dispatcher,
J. Rodes
week.
has resigned hia position to take
who
Gullahorn,
Mrs. Anna
A case in which A. J. Bynum up farming. This gives L. B.
was a compositor on the Clovis brought suit and garnishment Parker a regular trick as dispapers four years ago, has re- against A. B. Cane, was settled patcher.
turned from Texas.
amiably by compromise in justice
Mrs. W. W. Davis came over
Monday.
court
Noble's
from
Amarillo Tuesday morning,
or
"uiu
rive six iisihuk
home on the afternoon
lovis have been in Hereford
returning
Chil
of
line
Watch for our
recently. They all report splen dren's Dresses and Hats. A. train.
did luck.
Conductor C. H. Shannon and
J. Rodes.
passed through Clovis
wife
E. C. Fain, of Weatherford, a
J. M. Metcalf, a prosperous Tuesday enroute east on a vamutual Insurance representative
of the Hollene district,
cation.
has accepted a position as solici farmer
in
the city after supplies
was
M. S. Atkinson, fireman, has
tor for the Curry County Mutual Monday and
with the
purchased
Benefit Association.
the two- - Swearingen
News army of subscribers.
cottages
West Monroe Aveon
Mrs. George Mann, of Ama-rillHoes, Rakes and garden tools. nue and this week moved into
arrived in Clovis the first Phone 72. We deliver.
one of them.
of the week and will visit her
Conductor Hill has returned
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes,
to
work after being off several
who reside a mile north of
with an injured back.
weeks
Clovis.
up-to-da- te

w

Will
MULES for TRADE:
trade good team young mules
for team mares or young horses.
D. C. Jlouk,
2Phone 410-- rings.

1 United States at V arl

Ivan G. Bridges is erecting a
handsome bungalow o n the
corner of Lane Street and Monroe Avenue and expects to leave
soon for Wichita to get the right
party to occupy it with him.

Railroad

J

Re-

15 lbs. Cane Sugar for

All the above mentioned

$100

goods are absolutely

guaranteed or your money refunded.
Just received the best lot of apples ever in Clovis
$1.75
at per box
YOU CAN ALWAY3 DO SUTTER AT THE

4

o,

--

2

Id

A. B. Austin, Prop.

roMy
Telephone 29.

THE CLOVIS NEWS

of

MADS
1.

f

1
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FARMER'S WIFE
TOO ILL TO WORK
A Weak, Nervous Sufferer
Restored to Health by Ly-d- ia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Author of "Cardigan'"the Conspirators"

f

IuliSnONo
COPYRIGHT gy ROOT.

Kasota, Minn.
"I am glad to siy
that Lydia E. Ptakham's Vegetable

Maids at Arms"etc
--

--

ijompound baa dona
more for me than
CHAMPERS
v':i;j anything else, and
had the best physl
you bere at La Trappe, doctor. You
Pencil and pad on my knee, I man
"Slop! BUod back from that tablet
"Why do you ask?"
8YN0P8I8.
dan here. I was
aged to use my
are too neutral."
weak and nervous
and Jot
"Because I have come here from I cried.
"You mean tbe government
fears down the message:
beg your pardon." he said, ooolly.
to arrest him."
"I
that I could not do
.rarlctt. iin American eoldler of for.
Paris
turn- - In tii implov or me rrenrn im
demanded the doctor, grow
"Peloton ot mounted gendarmes
my work and suf"Madame," said I, without taking
She bent her head thoughtfully and
orriil lv. he. at the outbreak of the Fran treason?"
goes to you aa toon as possible. Re laid the tips of ber fingers on the my eyes from him, "in a community
to arreet Ing red.
fered with pains low
urn, la ordered
John IlLiikliumt. a leader of the Com
I said, "If you Insist"
peat"
"Yes!"
down in my right
sculptured balustrade.
dedicated to peace, a revolver is an
MiiHprfted
having
atolen
of
niumxiK iin
I repeated, then raised my glasses.
The Countess had turned to me In
side for a year or
h
"To me," she said, "there's no such anachronism. So I think if you move
Kmii li i'n;wn Jewela. While aearch-In- n
fnr Bii.'khiirnt. Brarlett la ordered to amazemer.L
Another message came by flag : "Atten thing as a political crime."
more. I took Lydia
I will shoot you, Mr. Buckhurst! so
ftiiiili-Htie vanaan ana ner uniu
arrst
K. Pinkham's Vege
"Treason!" she repeated, In an un tion, L Trappe. Uhlans reported near
iLiifl eacort them o the Bel
at
"It Is not for a political crime that I think I had better take It.
Sylvia
Klven s'.eady voice.
border. Hmrle'.t tinda
llin
"Is It treason for a tbe village of
table Compound, and now I feel like a
have you we want John Buckhurst" I laid,
and all "
of Hi" (id. nil (UnKUMed aa a peasant ana
different person.
I believe there is
watching her. "It ls for a civil out'
"Stop!" said Buckhurst
the small community to live quietly bere seen them?"
carrlen her to Iji "rappa whar
In tbe Alsatian hills, harming nobody,
oounlvaa and her frlenda are aaaemMra.
Prussian Uhlans! Here tn the rear rage."
"Oh no, I can't stop now," said I nothing like Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
asking
nothing
save freedom of of our entire army! Nonsense! And
Her face was like marble;
ber cheerfully, "and If you attempt to up- table Compound for weak women and
CHAPTER III.
thought?
Treason!
Monsieur, the I signaled a vigorous:
hands tightened on the fretted carv- set that lamp you will make a sad young girls, and I would be glad if I
word has an ugly ring to me. I am
"No. Have you?"
Now walk to the door! could influence anyone to try the medi
mistake.
ing.
La Trappe.
a
resoldier's
To
which
daughter!"
came
disturbing
your
the
back! Go slowly! halt!" cine, for I know it will do all and much
Turn
"What
charged
crime
ls
with?"
be
There wna a small company of
There was something touchlngly ply: "Be on your guard. We are or she asked, without moving.
r
With tbe
under one more than It is claimed to do." Mrs.
people gathered at a table which stood illogical In the
last words this young dered to display the semaphore at
swinging, I Clara Pranks, R. F. D. No. 1, Maple- "He Is charged with being a com- arm and my pistol-hanIn the cool shadows of the chateau'!
apostle of peace naively displaying her danger.
Report Is credited at head mon thief," I said.
followed Buckhurst out lnte tbe ball. crost Farm, Kasota, Minn.
eastern wing. Towards these people credentials as though the mere word quarters. Repeat"
Under tbe trees on the lawn, be"It Is brutal to make such a
Women who suiter from those dis
my companion directed her steps; I
"soldier" covered everything.
The Countess de Vassart bad come charge!" she said. "Will you pledge side the driveway, I saw Dr. Delmont tressing ills peculiar to their sex should
saw her bend clone to the ear of
I have learned that the up to where I was standing on the me your honor
"Because
standing,
big,
bushy
bead
bent be convinced of the ability of Lydia E.
that If he answers
young Klrl who had already turned to
boundaries of nations are not the gargoyle, balanced over the gulf be- satisfactorily to that false charge of thoughtfully, hands clasped behind Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relook at me.
frontiers of human hearts, am I a low. Very cautiously I began to step theft, the government will let him bis back.
store their health by the many genuine
Presently the young girl to whom traitor? Because I know no country
go free?"
Near him, Tavernler and Hazard and truthful testimonials we are con
my companion of the morning bad but
uniworld,
speech
no
the
but the
"I will take it upon myself to do were lifting a fow boxes Into a farm- - stantly publishing in the newspapers.
whispered rose gracefully and came versal speech that one reads In a
no rigns
so," said I. "But what In Heaven's wagon. But there were
toward me.
If you linve the sllirlitet doubt
brother's eyes, because I know no bar
name ls this man to you, madame? of the escort of gendarmes whicb had that Lydii 10. lMuklutni's
Slender, yet with that charming out riers, no boundaries, no limits to huVegeta
promised
me.
been
He Is a militant anarchist, whose
yoti.wrlta
ble i:om pound will
line of body which youth wears as a man brotherhood, am I a traitor?"
As Buckhurst appeared, walking all to Lydia K.lMnklmru MedioliieCo.
creed Is not yours, whose propaganda
promise, she moved across the ter
The young Countess had risen In
teaches merciless violence, whose pro- alone ahead of me, Dr. Delmont looked (coiiihic ntim ) K vim, ii as t or iki- race in her flowing robe of crape. her earnestness and had laid one slenvicn. Your letter will be opened,
up with a bitter laugh.
gramme Is terror."
and welcomed me with a gesture and a der,
hand upon the table.
She was gazing at me with dilated
Messieurs," I said, cocking and rend mid miHwerod bv a womun.
pleasant word, which I scarcely beard,
"War?" she sold. "What Is this
and
bold in strict coulldonco.
eyes, her hands holding tight to the uncocking my pistol, "It Is not because
so stupidly I stood, silenced by the war to us? The Emporor? What Is
dangerous
balustrade.
man
is a
political crimthis
absolute loveliness of the girl. Did I he to us? We who have set a watch
His Action.
'Did you not know that?" I asked, inal, that the government has
sent
say loveliness?
No, not that, but on tbe world's outer ramparts, guard
"Ah, squire," saluted the village
me here to arrest hire
or kill bore, "what are you doing for your
something newer, something fnr more ing the white banner of universal
astonished.
him. It la because he Is a common rheumatism
freali, fur sweeter, that made mere brotherhood!
"No." she aatd.
Is this war to
What
these duys?"
' physical beauty a thing lues vital than
a thief,
a thief
"You are not aware that John Buck thief.
"Examining tho doctors one after
us!"
Is the soul and center of the who steals crucifixes. . , . like this
hurst
tho colorlesB shadow ot a crystal.
another," snarled tho old codger, "to
"Do you mean to say that you care
I stepped forward to meet her, and
on
Belleville Reds?"
see how much they don't know."
nothing for your own blrthlnnd?" 1
Is It is false!" she stammered.
took ofl my forage-clip- .
I brushed aside a pile of papers in
"It
Judge.
demanded, sharply.
"No,
Is
you
madame,
It
true. He wears the drawer and drew out a big gold
"Is it trie. moiiHleur, that
have
"I love the world all of It every
oo tn a to arrest us?" she asked, In a
a smug mask here; he baa deceived crucifix, marvelously chiseled from a
A
Broadly speaking, the people are
If France is part of tho
Inch
and
you
low voice.
all."
flump of the solid metal.
"A
to two classes: Tbe people
world, so Is this Prussia that we are
divided
I continued,
John
"Yes, mndame," 1 replied, already teaching our poor
will
"who
Buckhurst
strips
thief,"
answer
the
for
who do things and their critics.
peasants to hate."
knowing that she was the Countess.
.
.
ss
ateadlly.
diamonds
himself'
from
crucifixes,
she
.
said,
"Can You Stand It?" I Groaned.
Madame," said I, ' the women of
Bile hesitated; then:
When, madame?"
this has been stripped, . . . and
France today think differently.
Our
If yen w(h hwiutifnl, clear white
For answer she stepped across the who sells u single stone to a Jew In dotlim. ue Hod Croos Bag Blue.
you
I
backward,
"Will
for there was not room to
tell me your name?
At all
Creator did not make love of country
.
.
hall
Strasbourg,
one
m Madame de V assart."
laid
.
and
named Flshel Cohen.
hand against the
good grucers.
Adv.
a trite virtue, but a passion, and set turn around.
blHnk
in
prison to confront our friend
Cup In hand I followed her to the It In
wall. Then, reaching upward. now
"I beg you will be careful," she said.
our bodies along with our other
"i'lenxed to meet you" Is one tiling
table, where the company had already passions. If in you It Is absent, that "It Is a useless risk to stand out she drew from between the ponderous Buckhurst."
a mini never suys to a hIkIiI draft.
blocks little strips of steel, colored
there."
In the (lend silence I heard Dr.
risen. The young Countess presented concerns pathology, not the police!"
m
heuvy breathing.
with undisturbed
had never known the dread of like mortar, dropping them to the
I
Tavernler
simplicity;
She hud turned a trifle pale; now
bowed to my turkey-girl- ,
who proved, she sank back Into her chair, looking great heights which many people feel, stone floor, where they rung out gave a dry sob and covered his face
after all, to be the actress from the at me with those troubled gray eyes and I laughed and stepped backward, When she had flung away the last with his hands. The young Countess
white,
Odeon. Sylvia Elven; then solemnly In which Heaven itself had set truth expecting to land on the parapet be- one, she stepped bark and set her stood motionless, frightfully
hind me. But the point of m scab- frail shoulder to the wall; Instantly staring at Buckhurst, who had folded
Thousand! suffer kidney Ills una wares
shook hands with Dr. Uo Delmont. and loyalty.
sot knowing that tbe Iwckaebe, headaches
bard struck against tbe battlements, a mass of stone swung silently on an his arms
Professor Claude Tacernier. and MonComa," said Hazard, In a rage- - forcing me
and dull, nsrvoua, dluy, all tired condi(TO BE CONTINUKD.)
outward; I stumbled, stag- unseen pivot a yellow light streamed
sieur Hazard,
at the
choked voice, "let It end here. Mon- gered,
tion sre often dus to kldnsy woiUdcm
swayed a moment, striving out, and there was a tiny chamber,
and
Artillery School, whom I
alone. Anybody who suffers oomuntly
If the government
Scarlett.
to recover my balance; I llumtnated by a lamp, and a man Just UPSET THE QUIET OLD TOWN
desperately
Immediately recognized as the snipe-face- sieur you
from
baokaona should sunpeot the kidneys.
here as a spy and an Offi felt my gloved fingers slipping along rising from his chair.
sends
notary I had met on the road.
Sums Irregularity of the ncrstlons may
cial, pray remember that you are not the smooth face of the parapet, ray
give Just the newled proof. Doan't
"Yesterday, Madame la Comtesse,"
Indignant Bees, Looss on Philadelphia
also sent aa a missionary."
I'llls bare bran curing baokaelis sod
CHAPTER IV.
knees gave way with terror; then my
I said, turning to the Countess de
Streets, Made Citizens Forget
My ears began to burn. "That Is
lick kldueji fur war fifty years.
fingers clutched something an arm
Taesart, "the Kmperor could easily
Their Dignity.
I said, looking at the Countess,
true,"
Prisoners.
and I swung back, slap against the
afford to regard with equanimity the
Colorado Case
whose face bad become expressionless. parapet, hanging to that arm with all
This is Monsieur Scarlett, of the
A winged peril descended on shoremovement In which you are associatI ask your pardon for what I have
Mra Jnhn Rrum.
my weight.
A terrible effort and I Imperial Military Police," said
the ward bound crowds at the Market
ed. Today that Is no longer possible."
lay. lU Twelfth BU, taUilllHt'
said and
for what I am about planted my boots on the leads and Countess, In a clear voice, ending with
street ferries, Philadelphia, recently,
urealey,
The young Countess gavs me a be- to do."
y
aaya:
Doan'a
slightly
rising
eyes
up
Inflection
eyes
that
sick
with
which
looked
into the
sending men, women and children
wildered look.
Pills saved my
There was a silence. Then, In a low
demands an answer.
scurrying for safety. Some of them Ufa. I hd a
"Is It true," she asked, "that the voice, I placed them under formal ar- of the Countess.
bauKache,
'Mr. Buckhurst," I said, "I am an weren't quick enough, and as a con"Can you stand It?" I groaned,
Emperor does not know wo have sev- rest, one by one, touching
haadachea and dls-- y
each lightly
apells and was
ered all connection with lbs Interna- on the shoulder as prescribed by the clutching her arm with my other Inspector of Military Police, and I sequence, spent a day nursing, on
My feat
alaruied.
eannot begin to tell you what a pleas- various parts of the anatomy, stlna
hand.
tionale?"
and limbs awallad
code. And when I came to the Count
"Yes don't be afraid," she said ure this meeting Is to me."
of pneved and Indignant bees.
and my health was
"If that l so," said I, "why does ess, she rose, without embarrassment
I stepped forward and placed him
a wreck. Doctors
It happened when a box containing
Monsieur Hazard return across the I moved my lips and stretcher! out calmly. "Draw me toward you; I canwere pusaled and
formally under arrest, touching htm a hive of forty thousand bees tell
nothing helpl ma
fields to warn you of my coming? And my arm, barely touching her. She not draw you over."
on
He
slightly
your
shoulder.
the
not
I used Doan'a
knees
did
wagon
against
ferry.
express
the
"Press
an
at
until
the
fir.m
why do you harbor John Buckhurst at
Kleiner
was my prisoner.
They
I gasped.
move a muscle, yet, beneath the thin The box, which was consigned to a
v
I
Trappe? Do you not know ho Is
me
reatored
to
I must ask you to prepare for a
She bent one knee and wedged It cloth of his coat I could divine a man In Swedesboro, N. J., broke as it
good htalth and I am now free from
wanted by the police?"
Journey," I said. "You have your Into a niche.
kidney
Complaint"
"You
have
frame
of
Iron.
not
asked
fell, and the hive rolled out Peeved
"Monsieur 8carlett," said Mademoi- own horses, of course?"
Oat Daaa'i al Aav Slara. SOa a Ba
"Don't be afraid; you are not hurt- mn why I arrest you," I suggested, at tho indignities heape'j upon tbem,
selle Elven, suddenly, "why does the
Dr. Delmont ing me," she said, with a ghastly
Without answering,
I
you
to two thousand of the bees swarmed
and, monsieur,
must ask
government want John Buckhurst?"
walked away towarde the stables; Pro- smile.
step back from that table quick!
out.
"That, mademoiselle, Is the affair of fessor
rOSTEJUNUUKN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
Tavernler followed him, head
I raised one hand and caught her
don't move! not one Anger!"
Tbe advance guard of the little
government
the
and of John
bent.
For a second he looked Into the army of stingers attacked a street
shoulder, then, drawn forward, I
I said.
We shall want very little." said the
In both arms, and barrel of my pistol with concentrated
cleaner. With a howl he dropped bis
After a troubled silence the Count- Countess, calmly, to Mademoiselle El seized the parapet
composure, then glanced at the table- - broom and took refuge In a saloon.
ess asked me If I would not share ven. "Will you pack up what we vaulted to the slate roof.
A fog seemed to blot my eyes; I
About the same time the other bees
need? And you, Monsieur Hazard, will shook from hair to heel and laid my
got lusy. The crowds scattered and
you be good enough to go to Trols- - head against the solid stone, while
In a short time the ferries were deFeuilles and 'hire old Brauer's car- the blank, throbbing seconds passed.
serted, save for the buzzing swarm.
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder to
riage?"
The Countess stood there, shocked
Frantic messages were sent to the
"Madame," said I, "before I affix and breathless. I saw her sleeve In
company which shipped tbe bees and be dissolved in water as needed
the government seals to the doors of rngw, and the snowy skin all bruised
a representative ot the firm hurried
your bouse must ask you to conduct beneath.
In tbe local treatment of woman's Ills,
to the place. He nailed up the box
aa leuoorrliona and Inflammation, hot
me to tbe roof of the east wing."
What Irony lurks In blind chance
and sent It on Its way, minus several Snrh
dnuchos
of Paxttne are very ellloaciimn.
I
In
acquieecence;
She bent her head
that
should owe this woman my
hundred honey gatherers.
Ho woman who has ever used medicated
I followed her up the terrace into a life this woman whose home I had
dourhsswll! fall to appreciate the clean and
boalthy condition Paztine producea ami the
stone hall where the dark Flemish come to confiscate, whose friends I
Rebuked a Puna-Prou- d
Traveler.
prompt rnllot from aorennaa and discomfort
pictures stared back at me and my had srrested, who herself was now
Tom McNeal tells several stories which follows Its
use.Thla is because I'axtine
spurred heels Jingled in the silence. my prisoner, destined to the shame of
about Colonel Johnson, the landlord ot poueswa superior cleansing, disinfect
I' p. up, and still up, winding around exile!
anu
ins;
Dealing
properties.
In
City
Holton.
hotel
One
of
the
them
, I
For tun years
a Gothic spiral, then through a pasPerhaps she divined my thoughts
is this: A somewhat dudish traveling Flnkham MedicinetheCo.Lydia
has reo-sage under the battlements and out I do not know but she turned her
man came Into the hotel and asked for omnianded Paztine in tbolr I
across the slates, with wind and set- troubled eyes to the arched window,
a cigar. The colonel opened a cigar private correspondence with wo-- 1 I
proves its sunert-ting sun In my face and the sighing where a painted saint Imbedded In
case and showed the drummer his Ave men, which
uiui-lHIIU IIMTO IKCTI1
vai.j.
s
golden glues knelt and beat his breast
far below.
t
brands, but the dudish relloved
and
any it Is " worth Its
In the north a epark of white fire with two heavy stones.
drummer wasn't satisfied. "Don't yon weight In cold." At dniKirlsta.
large Ih or. by mall. Hnmple free. .
began to flicker on the crest of Mount
"Madame," I said slowly, "your courkeep some good cigars bere, such as a B"e.
Tonnerre.
It was the mirror of a age and your goodness to me have
gentleman wants to smoke, about three The I'axton Toilet Co., lion Ion, Mass.
heliograph flashing out serous leagues made my task a heavy one. Can I
for a dollar " "Yes," said the colonel
of
hills to the rocky pulpit lighten It for you In any manner?"
Impressively, "we keep cigars bere for
of the Plgeonnier.
She turned towards mn, almost timgentlemen to smoke, but we don't
"Have Yeu Come to Arrest UsT"
Instantly I drew a flag from my idly. "Could I go to Morsbronn be- "topi Stand Back From That keep cigars for
fools." Kansas
their repast, and I thanked her and pouch, tied it to the point of my sabre, forebefore I cross the frontier? I
City Star
Table I"
Prompt Relief Permanent Cure
took some bread and grapes and a and stepped out along the projecting have a house there; there are a few
glass of red wine.
snout of a gargoyle.
things I would like to take"
drawer which he had Jerked open. A
CARTER'S LITTLE
Amiable Thief.
It made me uncomfortable
I had been flagging tbe Plgeonnier
to play
She stopped short, seeing, doubtless, revolver lay shining among the litter
A remarkably brier and effective
LIVER PILLS never w
i
the role I was playing among these vigorously for ten minutes without re- the pain of refusal In my face. "But, of glass tubes and papers In the summing up was once quoted by Lord fail. Purely vegeta
misguided but harmless people; that sult, when suddenly a dark dot ap- after all, it does not matter. I sup- drawer.
r
set surely
speech. It ble
James in an
IfADTFD
I showed It In my face Is certain, for peared on Uie tower beneath the sem(MSIll UIW I
pose your orders are formal?"
The Countess, too, saw the revolver was delivered by an Irish Judge try- dui genuy on
A
aaiwi
the Counter looked up at me and aphore, then another. My glasses
and turned an astonished face to my ing a man for pig stealing. The evi- the liver.
"Yes, madome."
1
Stop
aid, smilingly. "You must not look at brought out two officers, one with a
prisoner.
"Thon It Is a matter of honor?"
dence ot his guilt was conclusive, bat dinner after
us so soiiowfully. Monsieur Scarlett. flag; and, still watching them through
"A soldier is always on his honor;
"Who brought you here?" asked the prisoner Insisted on calling a num- ss-cure!
It la we wno pity you."
tbe binoculars, I signaled slowly, using a soldier's daughter will understand Buckhurst quletlyof me.
ber of witnesses, who testified most Indifreatinn-- And I replied, "Madame, you are my free hand: "This Is La Trappe. that"
"I did," said the Countess, her voice emphatically to his general good char- im prove the complexion, brighten the eyea
generous." and took my place among Telegraph to Morsbronn that the Inalmost brooking.
"I understand," she said.
acter. After hearing their evidence SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,
them and ate and drank with them spector of Imperial Police requires a
Slowly Buckhurst turned his eyes and the counsel's speeches, the Judge
We bad stopped, by a mutual ImGenuine must bear Signature
in silence, listening to the breete tn peloton of mounted gendarmes
at pulse, at the bead of the stone stair- on the Countess; the faintest glimmer remarked:
the elms.
once."
way.
Jury,
I
"Gentlemen of the
thtnk that
of white teeth showed for an Instant
I turned to Or. Delmont.
It may have been half a minute be"Why do you shelter such a man between the gray lines that Were kls the only conclusion yoa ean arrive at
"With the German armies massing fore I saw two officers aCvance to as John BuckfiorstT"! asked, abruptly. lips.
is that the pig was stolen by the prisBehind the forest borders yonder. It the railing of the tower and signal:
She raised her eyes to me with per
"Bo you brought this man here?" ha oner, and that be Is the most amiable
W. N. U DENVER, NO.
government
tor
the
Ls
Is Mwfa
to leave "Attention,
Tranpel"
feat composure.
"Ok. I am glad to knew U"
mM 1 the otmalf."
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FALLOW IS FAVORED

Farmer Who Tried to Get Around
This Failed to Get Much of Crop
8oms Exceptions.
The Indian Mead station, though by
no means In the dryest part of Canada, bas for years led In advocating
summer fallowing liberally "to accufor one

mulate two years' moisture
sumyear's crop." Early rightly-tillemer fallow at tills atutlon, showed as
high as 35 bushels of wheat to tbe
acre, while right alongside it yielded
loss than tun on laud cropped the year
before, suys a writer in Dakota Farmer.
Still more striking differences
were made at some of the substations,
and the one great gospel we heard
from Indian Head and from there all
over western Canada, was dry formto
ing by summer fallowing
f
the land under cultivation.
As a rule the man wbo tried to get
around this failed to get much of a
crop. To be sure there were exceptions to this certain seasons, and in
certain slightly more moist sections,
but tbey were exceptions,, one year
with another, Iti these parts even.
Tbls same waj of handling soils In
our own semlarid parts Is being practiced and advocated by many, although our scientists tell us that thus
unnaturally exposing the dark surface
of the soil to the heat of summer suns
and winds Is ruin to it In tbe long run,
and that this unnatural way of accumulating ! moisture, getting rid ol
weeds and "resting" the soil, should
not be encouraged where there Is a
possible way around It
This we
firmly believe.
Right here many come In and advocate corn either for grain or fodder rape, when there Is moisture
enough to start it, etc., etc., but a
whole lot of people, among them some
of our experiment station men, aay
corn, for instance, takes an enormous
amount of moisture from the lund
as much as almost any grain crop
and ask how in common sense we
can conserve two years' moisture for
one year's crop by any such subter
fuge. Some of those In charge of the
work In South Dakota tell us that
while the moisture goes out of the soil
a little slower wltb tbe corn as It
takes a longer time to grow and maturethat when It Is matured we will
find the moisture bas been taken.
This looks reasonable, sure enough;
but our experience and observation go
vo show it isn't so. That the forest
condition, shaded soil, cool air circulating at night and other times, In
some way retain or actually accumulate moisture, and that the
cornfield will actually show
as much, sometimes slightly more
moisture In the soil, than bare summer fullow right alongside of it. Just
as there Is more moisture in deep
forests under the leaves, no matter
how much moisture the heavy foliage
has taken to grow, than in the bare
IreelHBS field near by.
d

one-thir-

one-hul-

till i nil ill
Uerrosn Infantrymen bringing In a Russian spy disguised as a peasant who was caught telephoning
Russian troops. It will be noted that be It wearing
false nose; also that be Is handcuffed.
niMTliltr

TYPHUS TAKES TOLL
Doctors in Serbia
Stricken by Scourge.
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100, FIGHTS "FRESH AIR"

New York Centenarian Never 8leps
With Windows Up Says He
Never Swore.

!

By BAS8ETT DIQBY.
(Correnpondent Chicago Dally News.)
London. Apparently total prohibition Is not working as smoothly In Rus
sla as the considerable section ol
British press and public tbat Is urging
similar measures over here seems to
Imagine. In spite of "total" prohibition
there Is a great deal of drunkenness
to be observed In Russia Just now

among tbe peasants, wbo form four
fifths of tbe nation. Methylated spirits
is tbe chief tipple involved.
I bad a talk with a neutral subject
wbo bas recently arrived in London
from the Rusnlan empire, in various
districts of which be bas lived many
yeara.
"You can judge of the Importance of
the methylated spirits Issue," be said,
"from the fact tbat the ministry of
finance at Petrograd has been organizing an International competition, with
prizes ranging up to 30,000 rubles
$15,000, for methods of rendering
methylated
A
second
undrlnkable.
competition Is being arranged for new
and improved methods of utilizing
spirits for combustible and other purposes. In this the prizes range up to
one of 75,000 rubles. The total awards
In these
spirit competitions
will
amount to $350,000. Mere Is a fine
chance, surely, for keen young American chemists.
"Out In one of the chief cities of
Siberia a leading druggist on tbe main
street has been doing huge trade in
a new brand of 'eau de cologne' of bis
own manufacture.
It consists of alcohol flavored with lemon Juice and
bas a few drops of eau de cologne to
give It a slight verisimilitude to tbe
real thing. This, of course, Is beyond
the means of the peasants. They drink
either methylated spirits neat or
mixed with other liquids.
"In tbe last few months a new drink
has made Its appearance at the numerous country fairs in the empire. It Is
called ksassok. Kvzass Is theoretically
a very slightly Intoxicating liquor
made from fermented rye bread. Of
recent years, however, the name bas
been given to all soft drinks consisting of water flavored with fruit essence. The termination 'ok' is a diminutive, like the 'chen' In German.
In this case is implies not only an affectionate regard for kvass but an Indication that there is only a little kvass
In the mixture.
"When left Petrograd In February
dead men often were picked out of the
snowy gutters at daybreak; they had
become blind drunk on methylated
spiiits the previous evening, had fallen
unconscious and had soon frozen to
death.
"A preparation of furniture polish, a
sort of French polish, also is being
imbibed to a great extent.
"This methylated spirit tippling is
doing a lot of barm In Russia. Unless
the finance ministry's competition
produces results, It Is expected that
the ban will be lifted from beer. There
Is a widespread agitation now In favor
of permitting the sale of a low alcohol
percentage
jeer, to compete with
methylated.
"Among the middle and upper classes eau de cologne has become the favorite drink when drink has a hold
on them. It Is nicer than methylated.
Hut that, say the Russians who must
have drink at any cost, tbout lets It
out."
1
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Olgu Kills, the

i

f

seven-year-ol-

daugh-

ter of John Ellis, formerly pastor of
the

1'nitarian

church

at Chlcopee,

.Mass., whose mother lias been unsuccessful in her attempts to take the

child

from her

father's possession.

Kills is now professor of English at a
commercial college In Tokyo, Japan,
whither the mother bas followed in
quest of Olga. The marital troubles
of tbe Kills developed in 1912 when

the wife secured a divorce and was
awarded the custody of the child.
Later tbe father kidnaped Olga and
efforts to regain possesHome, N. Y. Orvel 8. Oornian of the mother's
sion of her have so far been fruitless.
this city, who has JuhI passed his one
hundredth birthday, and is still hale
and hearty, says be .ias never slept THIS HORSE WAS HOMESICK
wltb the window open at night except
in the Intensely hot weather, and then Breaks Loose From Stall and Tries to
Swim From Muskegon to
imply to get cool air not fresh.
Chicago.
He pities the "fresh-ai- r
cranks," aa
be calls them, that they will not be
Muskegon, Mich. A week ago Abrahere to see him make good his boast
of seeing two centuries.
ham Smoker purchased a horse at ChiTwo years ago Mr. Dorman required cago, which was shipped by boat to
a physician for some slight Indisposi- Muskegon.
Arriving at night, the doctor
Yesterday the horse broke loose
tion.
found the windows of the sleeping from its stall while Mr. Smoker was
room closed tight. The doctor opened feeding It. Following with unerring
them, but Mr. Dormun ordered them instinct the very streets It was led
closed ngain.
along after being taken from the boat,
Mr. Dorman never uses lobucro In It went to the Goodrich wharf. Withany form, leans strongly toward prohi- out hesitation it sprang on the Ice
bition and says he never swore, lie In Muskegon lake and ran for two
attributes his long life to
clear miles to the harbor mouth, where It
conscience, plenty of hard work, ab- reached a piece of soft Ice and fell
sence of worry and minding bis own through. Tbe animal was rescued by
firemen.
business
couldn't have had
he rerelved congratulatory lettera "A carrier pigeon
from President Wilson and Governor a keener Instinct for home." Mr. Ilelfy
remarked.
Whitman on bis birthday.

i

and Other Oesdly Liquors Are
Ssld to .s Used as Substitute for Vodka.

g

In the hospital the men lay close
together on the bare floor or ou straw
As any doctor
stuffed mattresses.
knows, straw mattresses are Klysian
fields for insects.
At Uskub, where two of Lady
mission have died of typhus, affair were found to be no better.
There reports of conditions farther
north began to come through. In
alone there are nearly 4,000 rases
of typhus
More than forty Serbian
doctors have succumbed In the last,
two months and nobody bus yet computed the number of patients who
have died.
In Nlsb, at the second reserve
camp for Austrian prisoners, men have
been dying like Hies, and the last of
the Austrian doctors was stricken
three days ago. Needless to say, In
a, country overwhelmed with Its own
problem its prisoners fare no butter
than the rest.
Only the Austrian o Ulcers seem to
enjoy any comfort. That they are not
altogether miserable Is evidenced by
the fart that on the day Sir Thomas
Upton and a group of friends went
out to visit tbe interned officers only

I

GOLI

a few of them were up, although It
was three o'clock In the afternoon. Russian Government Still Faces
Tbe Serbian colonel In command of
a Serious Problem.
the quarters where 635 officers are prisoners explained Indulgently that tbe
previous nlgbt bad been "what you Methylated 3plrits, Furniture Polls!

Only Austrian Officers In Prison Seem English call an evening of It" As
three of the officers were from the
Able to Revel Amid
opera company at Budapest and four
Epidemic Thouwere from the Bohemian opera comsands of Victims.
pany at Prague, there had been a concert, and tbe three francs' dally allowNleb, Serbia. Berbla at this time ance given the prisoners
bad been
Is the most melancholy figure in the made to yield wine enough to account
one
As
war and the most beroic.
for tbe next days' late hours. With
comes up from Salonikl, tbe one port tbe common soldiers It Is different.
through which outside aid for Serbia
Nlsb Itself, as even the most patriean enter, rumors rife In Athens are otic Serb will tell you, Is a wretchedly
verified at Qhevghell, the first frontier dirty town. In normal times Its poputown. Tbe most violent epidemic of lation Is 20,000. Now it bas more
typhus In blstory Is taking Hi toll than 100,000. Refugees sleep In the
of a country that already has suffered streets. A bed In tbe worst hotel in
f
tbe staff town Is likely to be yours only aa tbe
too much. Exactly
of tbe American hospital at Gbevghell spoils of war after you have called In
waa found to be suffering from tbe fe- the ministry of foreign affairs and exver. And no wonder. A mission of press before the hotel keeper an absofour doctors and eight nurses under lute Indifference as to price. What
Dr. B. F. Butler found on Its arrival you get for your trouble Is often a
more than a thousand wounded In the room on the courtyard, and likely as
old tobacco factory at that place, and not the court Is used by the cook, who
tbe number bas since increased to buys bis Iambs bleating and brings
2,600, wltb no running water, and any them alive from the market In tbe
water at all five blocks away. It la Prince Mlchell square.
Impossible to convey either to Americans or to those familiar wltb Red SEEKS TO REGAIN HER CHILD
Cross work on the western front, any
Idea of what besieges Serbia.
"Oh, yes," said one cheery little
American nurse from Kansas City,
nvX
"we are used to having our wounded
arrive and to find maggots when we
We
men the ternoorurv dressings.
are used to horror after horror. Dut
with surgery we can do something.
Wltb typhus it is different It is a
(
lice given disease and there are always lice where there is crowding and
tbe primitive notions of sanitation
tbat prevail In Serbia. In a crowded
hospital like this there Is no human
way of fighting It, no way to segreRecord-Breakin-
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Harry Plotx, Young New York
Bacteriologist, Announces Important Discovery.

The man of the bout
medical circles Is Dr.
llnrry Plots, the young bacteriologist
of Mount Sinai hospital, who announced at a meeting of the New
York Pathological society that he hat
vncclne In
discovered an
view of the recent spread of this dread
disease in Serbia, where many Amerl
can physicians are leading in the fight
against it, tbe discovery was hailed
by physicians as timely as well as imtwentv-llv- s
portant Poctor I'lotz
New York.
In New York

s

years

old.
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DRY

FARM

POTATO

GROWING

Conditions and Localities Where It Is
Cheaper to Purchase Tubers at
Stors Than Raise Them.
i

By P. I..

FITCH,

Colorado

Kxperlmont

Station.)
Experience has proved that the
should plant both early and
late varieties of potatoes, to catch the
season at one end or the other. Early
Ohios have been moBt used for early
planting, but above the ditch are apt
In be rusty fleshed, from soil heat In a
dry u miner. Irish Cobblers are better In this respect, and yield more in
a good year.
Pearls are largely planted for a late variety.
It Is a good plan on dry land to
mark the field both ways and to plant
the potatoes at the cross mark, then
cultivate them both ways, so ns to
reduce hand work It Is risky to plant
on ground In a dry yenr with a dried-ou- t
uholl, hut with a good spring
anil n subsoil In good condition, wide
spaHiiR makes potatoes fnlrly sure,
where Ipnf roll has not appeared.
There n" many excellent dry land
regions for potato growing In the table
New settlers
lands of the Northwest
In the plains should he cautious, as
potatoes have been a complete fuilure
In most places In that region.
Pry lands notably the Arkansas divide, have suffered severely from potato leaf roll, and new settlers should
make careful Inquiry regarding their
neighbors' experiences before giving
much land or work to potatoes.
Nearly every newcomer seems to
have to lenrn for himself that we have
conditions and localities where It
Is cheaper to purchase potatoes at the
store than to try to raise them.
dry-hind-

PLENTY OF

FINE TOMATOES

Be; results

Obtained by Use of HardKeep
wood Ashes as Fertilizer
Off Black Flies.

According to a writer In the Garden Magazine plenty of fine tomatoes
ran be had without any thnnble If
hnrdwnod ashes are used as a fertilizer, and are also sifted on the
leaves to keep off the little black
files.

Po not set the plants In tn open
ground until all danger of frost Is
past. Dig large holes a foot deep,
place a pint of ashes In each hole,
and cover them with at least two
Inches of dirt, on which set the plnnts.
The best time to do this Is at twilight
or on a cloudy day.
Protect each newly set plant vlth
a paper bag (the bottom having been
cut out of sufficient sire to slip
easily.
Three or
around the
four stnkes drWen Into the ground
hold these in olace
p!:-n-

TERRCR TO PUGILISTS.
vv HIS.JVIFE
BEATS HIM

OVERWORK and KIDNEY TROUBLE
Mr. James McDanlel. Oakley. Ky.,
"I overworked and trained
myself, which brought on Kidney and
Bladder Disease. My symptoms were
Backache and burning
In the stem of tbe Bladder, which was sore
and bad a constant

writes:

Boxer Admits She Msde Him "Take
Count," So fceeks Divorce.
New forg. Johnny Dundee, light
weight prize fighter, who has handily
sent to the count many an antagonist
of the ring, says he is no match foi
bis wife, who, according to charges he
bas filed, has made it unsafe for him
to longer live with her.
Dundee put bis alleged grievances
In affidavit form and attached the affidavit to bis complaint In a suit for
separation filed In the supreme court
Tbe action Is recorded as being
brought by Joseph Carroro, Dundee's
real name, against Lucille Corroro.
Hb says be was married on June 26,
1912, and one child was born. This is
Lucille, now two years old. Almost
from the day of tbe wedding, Dundee

hurting all the

time-bro- ken

sleep, tired feeling, nervousness, puffed and swollen eyes,
shortnessof breath and
J. McDanlel. Rheumatio pains. I suffered ten months. I was treated by a
physician, but found no relief until I
started to use Dodd's Kidney Pills, I
now feel tbat I am permanently cured
by tbe use of Dodd's Kidney Pills."
Dodd's Kidney Pills, 60c. per box at
your dealer or Dodd's Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, also muslo of National Anthem
(English and German words) and recipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent
free. Adv.
A Difference.
"Does Mrs. Holdup play bridge?"
"No; she works It" Baltimore
American.

CUTICURA COMPLEXIONS
Are Usually Fresh and Clear, Soft and
Velvety. Try One.
The Soap to cleanse and purify, tbe
Ointment to soothe and heal. Thus
these supercreamy emollients promote
and maintain tbe natural purity and
beauty of the skin, scalp, hair and
hands under conditions which If neglected might disfigure them.
Sample each free by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XT,
Adv.
Boston. Sold everywhere.
Definition.
She What did you call bachelors?
He Men wbo bave contemplated
matrimony.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CA8TORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and tea that It
Bears the
t&
Beat Him When Things Went Wrong. Signature of
Tn TT
For Over 80 Years.
alleges, bis wife made trouble for blm.
Castoria
Often be forgave her on ber promise Children Cry for Fletcher's
to mend her babit of beating htm
Work of Torpedoes.
when things went wrong.
Torpedoes cost over $5,000 each;
"She committed acts of violence consequently
tbey are not discharged
against tbe plaintiff," tbe affidavit
hitting
runs, "striking blm over the bead wltb unless there Is a fair chance of
the object aimed at. So far the veschina dishes, shoes and
been staand more particularly almost daily sels hit by torpedoes have
It
during the month of February last and tionary or only moving slowly; but
daily from then to March 10 she did Is probable that as the crews of sub
expert they wilt
strike and beat the plaintiff over his marines become more
ocaeionally
warship
a
to
hit
able
be
was
while
be
head with dishes
when she Is moving at a high speed.
asleep."
It was on March 10 that, Dundee
As Seeing the Invisible.
says, he decided he could stand It no
No great purpose has ever been
longer and would bring suit.
achieved by any Individual until bis
spirit bas first gone out Into some
"BILL" IS LANDED AT LAST wilderness solitude and there discovered Its native strength, Its absolute
Persistent Practical Joker Expected
Invincibility when It relies upon no
Pig, Express Company Delivhelp but that of God. This is lis
ered Porcupine.
experience of all the greatest among
men. Tbey go apart from their felMilwaukee. Bill Rood, train crier lows for awhile, like Moses, into the
at tbe Union depot, has at last bad It land of Mldlan, or like our Lord him"slipped over." He admitted it aa he self Into the wilderness, or like St.
gazed Badly upon the fretful and un- Paul Into the Arabian desert, and
desirable porcupine which cost him there, in solitary communion wltb
$2.10 In express charges.
God, from that highest of all companBill has enjoyed tbe reputation of ionships, they drink In strength to
being tbe most persistent practical fit them for the work of ur lives.
Joker In railroad circles, and it bas Alone with God, they see visions
been the boast that he himself was which fill their souls, visions which
Immune.
never fade afterward even In the
One night he expected a young pig light or common day, but which serve
from a farmer friend up In the state. as beacon lights to guide them,
Rill cheerfully
A large box arrived.
through storm and darkness, till tbe
paid the express charges. What was purpose of their Uvea is fulfilled.
his surprise to find the angry,
Edwin II. Eland.
Rut he
spine hog instead.
was equal to tbe occasion and sent the
IN A SHADOW
porcupine out again on tbe 4:50 train
Tea Drinker Feared Paralysis.
away.
to a friend miles
Steady use of either tea or coffee
WOMAN KILLS 13 WILD CATS etten produces alarming symptoms,
ss the poison (caffeine) contained In
Washington Matron Hunta Animals these beverages acts with more potency In some persons than In others.
for the Bounty Paid by the
"I waa never a coffee drinker,"
County.
writes an 111. woman, "but a tea drinkTacoma, Wash. Mrs. O. G. Shaw of er. I was very nervous, had frequent
Electron, the only woman hunter of spells of sick headache and heart
the country who tackles wild cats in trouble, and was subject at times to
IhelT lair, brought her first trophy severe attacks of bilious colic.
"No end of sleepless nights would
this season to County Auditor Morris'
office and received the bounty of $5 have spells at night when my right
allowed under the law.
side would get numb and tingle like a
Mrs. Shaw brought in a dozen pelts thousand needles were pricking my
of wild cats last year and was paid flesh. At times I could hardly put my
bounties on them. One of tbe cats tongue out of my mouth and my right
eye and ear were affected.
she killed while driving along a country road In her automobile. The ani"The doctors told me to quit using
mal stepped out in front of the ma- tea, but I thought I could not live withchine. Throwing on the brakes, Mrs. out It that it was my only stay. I
Shaw brought out her rifle and killed bad been a tea drinker for twenty-fivyears; was under the doctor's csre for
the cat.
fifteen.
"About six months ago, I finally quit
Amiable Husband, This.
New York. In her suit for sepa- tea and commenced to drink Postum.
"I have never bad one spell of
ration Mrs. Henry F. McNumara says
since and only one light
ber husband had tbe photographs of
40 girls In his room and that be attack of bilious colic. Have quit havthreatened to parboil her when she ing those numb spells at night, sleep
well and my heart Is getting stronger
removed some of them.
all the time."
Name given by Postum Co.. Battls
Sun Set House Afire.
Read "Tbe Road to
Neenah, Wis. A house owned by Creek. Mich.
Wellville," in pkgs.
Jacob Kbyner, Mensha resident, was
Fostum comes In two forms:
threatened with dent ruction when the
Postum Cereal the original form-m- ust
sun, shining through a buttle of spring
2Tic packwater tnat had been left on tbe porch, ages. be well boiled. 15o and
building
on
fire.
set the
Instant Postum a soluble powuer
dissolves quickly In a cup of bot waTime to Quit.
ter, and. with cream and sugar, makes
New York. "I was a Kernel In the a delicious beverage instantly, 30c and
'
Harry
Nut Club doing Nutting, said
60o tins.
llreen, a singer, charged with drawing
Both kinds are equally delicious and
a big crowd on Hroudway. He was cost about the same per cup.
freed Dy Magistrate Nolan on Ms
"Thore's n Reason" for Postum.
promise to abstain.
sold by Grocers.
bric-a-bra-
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Palm Beach Suits

Men's Oxfords

Men's Hats

We are showing: a complete line of Palm Heach Suits
Priced at
in Gray, Blue and Light Colors.

Men's Slippers in Gun Metal. Vici and Kangaroo,
coming in button and lace. McElwain Shoes, at

Men's Silk Palm Beach and other Cloth Hats, all
G5c
sizes and colors, at
Panama Hata, dandy good values, Velour shape, all
sizes, at
$5.00

$7.50

$2.50 to $4.50
Steadfast Shoes, at

$5.00, $5 50 and $6.00

Palm Beach Pants

Men's Work Shoes

Palm Beach Pants, in light colors only, nt

have the most complete line of Men'B Work
Shoes that we have ever shown in Clovis.
Elk Shoes, at
$2.50
Good Heavy Elk Shoes, black and tan, at
$3.00
Good Heavy all solid leather Work Shoe.', at

$3.50 and $4.
Silk Shirts
Complete line of
In Fancy Stripes and. solid colors.
$2.00, $2 50, $3.00 and up to $3 50.
sizes at
Large variety of patterns in Soft Shirts with collars
$1 00 to $2.25.
attached and detached collars, at
Gray Silk Shirts, McDonald make,

pried at

Union-mad- e
Hat for Men in all the new-e$3.50
colors and styles, at ' Complete line of Stetson Hats, at
$4.00 to $7 00

No Name

We

Men's Underwear
B. V. D. Athletic Union Suits, Nainsook and Crepe,
priced at
$1.00
Crepe Athletic Union Suits, in pink and light blue,
priced ac
$1.25

$3.50, $4, and $4.50
We ask you to look over our stock of Work

Shoes.

Men's Work Shirts

$2.50.

st

Poroa Knit Underwear for Men, per garment
Elastic Seam Drawers for Men

50c

Poros Knit Union Suits for Boys, per suit

50c

50c

Full siz

and made of extra good heavy Cheviot.
.
.
Priced at
51 )C

Men's Suits
Suits in Gray. Tan and Blue Serge.
Men's
Spring Styles, at
Two-pit-C-

McDonald Shirts,

extra large size,

Union

Shirts, at

Holeproof Hose

Made

For Men, Black. Tan, Navy, Gray, Polm Beach and
White, the original Guaranteed Hose, 6 pairs, guaranteed six months, for
$1.50
Silk Hi so,
50c and 75c

Chc

Ni--

$12.50 to $25.00

Order By

Mail

Round House Overalls

$1.00

o

!

Prompt
s

f

.

We Pay Postage

.

!

J

Attention

Given

'

All

Mail Orders!

EXERCISES IN CLOVIS SCHOOLS
(Continued from first page)

COMMENCEMENT

Friday Night
The Commencement exercises will be held in the
Baptist Church Friday evening. May 28th. beginning at 8
o'clock. The class address will be delivered by Mr. A (i.
Pierott. of Roswell. Mr. Pierott is a young attorney, a
pleasing public speaker, and a man much interested i.i
matters of education.
A class of fifteen young ladies, by far the largest class
ver graduated from the Clevis High School, will receive
their diplomas on this occasion.
No flowers or gifts will be presented in public.

Some Special Prices!
"TCI

in GROCERIES that simply cannot be beaten.
Put your optics on these:

Lew Field, in "Old Dutch"
Lincoln Locals
Everyone is busy planting this
week. Wheat is looking fine.
C, V. Kelly was seen in the
Lincoln district Sunday in his
new car.
Willis Westfall has a new
buggy and all the girls are liking
him.
Little Paul Mott was bitten by
a dog last Friday, but is getting
a long fii.e at present.
Fay Davis was seen in the
We
Lincoln district Sunday.
wonder why?
A large crowd attended services at Lincoln Sunday. A nice
basket dinner was enjoyed by
all.
G. H. Palmateer was on the
lick list, but is improving fast.
.loe Hodges and Fay Davis
took supper with Mr. and Mrs.
Hell Sunday evening.
Lincoln prayer meeting is
progressing fine.
There will be an ice cream
social Saturday afternoon, May
22 at the Lincoln school house,
h'veryonc is invited.
Miss Gertrude Deats was at
Lincoln Sunday with Mr. Cross

and family.
Ethel Brasher spent Sunday
with Eula and Alta Isham and
attended preaching services at
Shiloh.
Brown Eyes.

Blacktower Budget
Everything Is growing nicely
inee so much rain, but the

ground is getting dry again.
Clarence Crook, of Melrose,
visited home folks Saturday and
Sunday.
Claudie Cain and Ollie Crook
visited Mis3 Nora Brown Friday
afternoon.
Uncle Pete McDaniel just
finished a well and wind mill for
R. H. Crook this week.
Why is it that Harold Gridtr
comes to Blacktower so often?
Everybody is planting this
week and hoping for a bumper
crop this year.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.

Birthday Party
A number of little friends
gathered at the home of Josie

Iiidner, Saturday afternoon to
help her celebrate her tenth
birthday. Those present were
Mary Lou Massingale, Blanche
Darby, Doris Gore, Flora and
Ethel Whitaker. Ruby Suman,
Franklin Muchmoore and Floyd
and Gracie Ridner.
Ganes were played and
of ice cream and
She received
cake were served
a number of useful pre sents.

WELL

WORK

I am prepared for drilling and
all kinds of well repair work.
See me for prices.
W. F. BRASWELL
5 Miles Southeast of Clovis.

The famous firm of Webar &
Fields has of course succumbed
to the lure of the movie. As to
Weber,
this presrnt writing
hath not cognesance
But of
Lew Felds himself the scribe
avers, and it is a verity, that, he
is the star of a World Film Cor
poration
presentation to
be shown at the Lyceum Thea
tre Tuesday May 25. 1915.
Mr. Fields, in this film plays
the part of Ludwig Streusand
"Old Dutch" in a screen version
of the Shubert production which
was such a success. The character is that of an old inventor
who having achieved success
with an invention which will enable you to see the person you
are telephoning to. He goes to
Palm Beach with his daughter;
loses hi money and identity;
and meets with some disagreeable but diverting adventures
before matters are set aright.
Vivian Martin, the famous
Wishing
"The
little star of
Ring" plays in "Old Dutch."
The action chiefly occur at a
fashonable hotel at Palm Beach
and a whole cotkiue of diverting characters are introduced to
us at that resort.
Pathetic and humorous; witty
and consistent. "Old Dutch" as
a film story will make another
Lyceum feature success.
WANTED An energetic am
bitious, active man to establish
Health
business.
permanent
Imand Accident Insurance.
mediate cash returns and future.
Address National Casualty Com3t.
pany, Detroit. Mich.

TEN DAYS SALE!

FOR CASH ONLY!

Gold Crown Flour, 48 lbs. for
$2.00
Louisiana Beauty Syrup, per gal. 45c
Fairy White Syrup, per gal.
60c
Old Scout Tomatoes, No. 3, doz. $1.30
Belcamp Corn, per case
2.00
Collie Peaches, per gal.
30c
30c
Champion Apples, per gal. 25c
Hiland Square Kraut, 3 cans for
Rosette Peaches, No. 3 cans, doz. $1.00
1.00
Pie Apples, No. 3 cans, per doz.
1.00
Tomatoes, No. 2 cans, per doz.
12
Rex Picnic Hams, per lb.
$1.00
Jewel Compound, large pail
25c
S. & S. Special Bacon, per lb.
$1.35
Cottolene, large pail
1.00
Crisco, large pail
1 .00
Coffee, Sherry blend, 3 lbs. for
1.00
Rice, 12 lbs, for
2.00
Potatoes, 100 lbs, for 6.75
Sugar, 100 lbs. for
l-- 2c

35

The Glovis Feed Store

-
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MeFarlin. Pron.

Telephone 43.

